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“A mathematical model does not have to be exact; it just has to be close
enough to provide better results than can be obtained by common sense.”
— Herbert A. Simon

Abstract
Increasing demands on comfort, performance, and fuel efficiency in vehicles lead
to more complex transmission solutions. One such solution is the Automated
Manual Transmission (AMT). It works just like an ordinary manual transmission
but the clutch and gear selection are computer controlled. In this way high
efficiency can be accomplished with increased comfort and performance. To
be able to control and fully utilize an AMT it is of great importance to have
knowledge about how torque is transmitted in the clutch. The transmitted
torque in a slipping dry clutch is therefore studied in experiments with a heavy
duty truck (HDT). It is shown that material expansion with temperature can
explain torque variations up to 700 Nm for the same clutch actuator position.
A dynamic clutch temperature model that can describe the torque variations
is developed. The dynamic model is validated in experiments, and shown to
reduce the error in transmitted torque from 7 % to 3 % of the maximum engine
torque compared to a static model.
The clutch model is extended with lock-up/break-a-part dynamics and an
extra state describing wear. The former is done using a state machine and the
latter using a slow random walk for a parameter corresponding to the clutch
disc thickness. An observability analysis shows that the augmented model is
fully or partially observable depending on the mode of operation. In particular,
by measuring the actuator position the temperature states are observable, both
during slipping of the clutch and when it is fully closed. An Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) was developed and evaluated on measurement data. The estimated
states converged from poor initial values, enabling prediction of the translation
of the torque transmissibility curve. The computational complexity of the EKF
is low and it is thus suitable for real-time applications.
The clutch model is also integrated into a driveline model capable of capturing
vehicle shuffle (longitudinal speed oscillations). Parameters are estimated to fit
an HDT and the complete model shows good agreement with data. It is used to
show that the effect of thermal expansion, even for moderate temperatures, is
significant in launch control applications.
An alternative use of the driveline model is also investigated here. It is found
that the amplitude discretization in production road-slope sensors can excite
vehicle shuffle dynamics in the model, which is not present in the real vehicle.
To overcome this problem road-slope information is analyzed and it is shown
that a third-order butterworth low-pass filter can attenuate the vehicle shuffle,
while the shape of the road profile is maintained.
All experiments in the thesis are performed using production HDTs only,
i.e. production sensors only. Since all modeling, parameter estimation, observer
design and validation are performed with production sensors it is straight
forward to implement the results in a production HDT following the presented
methodology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In order to propel a vehicle the engine must be connected to the wheels somehow
and different driveline solutions are available to create this connection. In a
common rear-wheel-drive setup, see Figure 1.1, the tractive wheels (two or more)
are connected to a drive shaft each. These drive shafts are, through a final drive
(a differential), driven by a propeller shaft that is connected to the transmission.
The transmission consists of two parts, the actual transmission part where torque
and speed is changed by a gear ratio and a connection between the Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) and transmission that is capable of decoupling the
speeds between the engine and transmission. Historically comfort was best
accomplished with a classical Automatic Transmission (AT) and high efficiency
with a Manual Transmission (MT).
An AT actuates different gear ratios through clutches and brakes that locks
different parts of planetary gear sets. The coupling between engine and transmission is handled by a torque converter. These two technologies put together
enable seamless gear shifts that can be controlled through simple hydraulics, the
AT was put in production as early as 1939, (Nunney, 1998). The drawbacks are
lower efficiency, mainly due to pumping of oil in the torque converter, and the
increased complexity and cost, compared to an MT.
The MT is coupled to the engine via a clutch that is operated by the driver
via the clutch pedal. A simple explanation of the clutch is that it consists of two
rotating plates that can be pressed together. When pressed together friction
will arise and transmit a torque between the plates, which acts to reduce the
speed difference. See Chapter 2 for a more detailed explanation. Gear selection
is realized using two shafts, both with a set of cog wheels, that mesh together.
One pair of cog wheels, corresponding to a certain gear, can be engaged by a
mechanical linkage connected to the gear lever. This type of transmission has a
high efficiency and simple construction but requires the clutch to be disengaged
during shifting (torque interrupt) and manual input from the driver. For more
1
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Figure 1.1: A rear-wheel-drive driveline from a Scania HDT. The engine, transmission, propeller shaft, differential (final drive) and drive shafts can be seen.

details on possible transmission constructions see Newton et al. (1996) or Nunney
(1998).
Increasing demands on comfort, performance, and fuel efficiency in vehicles
lead to more complex transmission solutions. The Automated Manual Transmission (AMT) is one way to combine the best from two worlds. It has the
same components and basic operation as an MT but the gear selection and
clutch operation have been made automatic. This has become possible thanks
to technological advances within actuators and computer controllers. The AMT
has the benefits of the MT but without the need of driver attention. However it
still has the drawback of torque interrupt during gear changes. Another option,
capable of removing the torque interrupt, is the Dual Clutch Transmission
(DCT). The DCT further improves comfort and performance with the drawbacks
of increased complexity and cost. An important part in both an AMT and a
DCT is clutch control, which has a profound effect on vehicle performance. A
poorly controlled clutch can make starts, stops and gearshifts slow, rough on
the hardware or uncomfortable. An example can be seen in Figure 1.2. In this
case driveline oscillations, which cause discomfort, are induced by too rapid
disengagement/engagement of the clutch. The driveline oscillations can be seen
in both the speed graphs and in the acceleration graphs. This type of oscillations
can be clearly felt by the driver and passengers.
To be able to control the clutch in a fast and comfortable manner, without
causing excessive wear it is of importance to know the torque transmitted in the
clutch with high precision. Moreover the clutch torque is of great interest if the
clutch is to be integrated in a powertrain control scheme that is of, as common,
torque based structure, (Eriksson and Nielsen, 2014). Models have come to play
an important role in estimation and control of the transmitted torque, since
torque sensors are expensive. Therefore modeling and observation of the clutch
torque is in focus here. Since the purpose of the observer is improved clutch
control, the model and observer are required to be light-weight enough to run
in real-time. Previous experimental investigations of the clutch characteristics,

1.1. Contributions

3

(Velardocchia et al., 1999; Moon et al., 2004; Vasca et al., 2011) and (Deur et al.,
2012), have been carried out in test rigs equipped with various sensors. Here
the experimental platform is limited to production vehicles without additional
sensors. On one hand this choice imposes certain difficulties in setting up useful
experiments. On the other hand the resulting model and observer can be directly
applied to the intended vehicle, in or after production.
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Figure 1.2: The left graphs show measurements of driveline oscillations due
to (too) rapid disengagement of the clutch; a scenario possible during gear
shifting. The right graphs shows the same measurements but in the case of rapid
engagement from standstill, which could be the case if the driver wants a quick
launch. In both cases the oscillations could clearly be felt by the driver and
passenger.

1.1

Contributions

A set of experiments for determining significant effects in the clutch and their
characteristics is proposed. Since the experimental platforms used here are
production vehicles the methodology proposed can easily be applied to new

4
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platforms without the use of additional test equipment. Moreover the clutch is put
in its true thermal environment, between a transmission and a warm combustion
engine, which affects the temperature dynamics. Further contributions are found
in the attached papers A-D. Their main contributions are summarized below.

Paper A
The main contribution of Paper A is a novel clutch model that includes the
temperature dynamics and thermal effects on the transmitted torque during
slipping. The model is developed using a method that utilizes production sensors
only. The resulting model is simple enough to run in real time.

Paper B
Paper B integrates the clutch model of Paper A into the complete driveline model
of Paper D and models clutch lock-up/break-a-part with a simple approach.
The complete model is validated against data of HDT launches. The main
contribution is the demonstration of the importance of considering the thermal
dynamics during vehicle launch.

Paper C
Paper C extends the clutch model of Paper A with a wear parameter corresponding to thinning of the clutch disc. The main contributions are an observability
analysis and observer design for the augmented model. The observability of
the augmented model is found to be dependent on the mode of the system. An
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) that can observe the temperatures and the wear
parameter is designed and tested on data from production vehicles.

Paper D
A driveline model is presented in Paper D and shown to be appropriate for
vehicle longitudinal shuffle simulation. The main contribution is an investigation,
using the model, of how and why a discretized slope signal needs to be filtered.

1.2

Publications

The following papers are included in the thesis.

Conference papers
• Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson. Torque model with fast and slow
temperature dynamics of a slipping dry clutch. Published in 2012 IEEE
Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference. Seoul, South Korea, 2012.
(Paper A)

1.2. Publications
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• Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson. The effect of thermal expansion
in a dry clutch on launch control. Accepted for publication in 7th IFAC
Symposium on Advances in Automotive Control. Tokyo, Japan, 2013.
(Paper B)
• Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson. Road slope analysis and filtering for
driveline shuffle simulation. Published in 2012 IFAC Workshop on Engine
and Powertrain Control, Simulation and Modeling. Rueil-Malmaison,
France, 2012. (Paper D)

Submitted
• Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson. Modeling, observability and estimation of thermal effects and aging on transmitted torque in a heavy
duty truck with a dry clutch. Submitted to IEEE/ASME Transactions on
Mechatronics. (Paper C)

Chapter 2
Introduction to Clutch and Driveline Modeling

A schematic of the dry clutch and actuator studied in this thesis is found in
Figure 2.1. It has an electro-hydraulic actuator and the clutch construction is
typical for a dry clutch. Double clutches have slightly altered constructions but
the main principle is the same.
The electric motor rotates a worm gear that pushes into the hydraulic fluid,
in an MT the clutch pedal would do this. When the opening to the reservoir
is passed the hydraulic fluid pushes on a piston that through a lever pulls the
throw-out bearing away from the clutch, the depicted clutch is hence called a
pull-type clutch.
The throw-out bearing pulls on the fingers of the diaphragm (also called
belleville, washer, slotted disc) spring. This spring is radially pivoted and
angularly fixed to the clutch cover that is bolted to the flywheel. The bolting
of the clutch cover pre-loads the diaphragm spring so that it exerts a force on
the pressure (push) plate and thus clamps the clutch disc between the pressure
plate and the flywheel. The pressure plate is also angularly fixed to the clutch
cover and thereby flywheel. When the throw-out bearing is pulling the fingers
of the diaphragm spring load is taken off the pressure plate. As the pressure
plate exerts less clamp load, the cushion (flat) spring inside the clutch disc
expands leading to a new equilibrium position for all of the clutch linkage. The
connection between positions, spring characteristics and bearing force can be
seen in Figure 2.2. Through this arrangement a certain actuator positions will
correspond to a certain clamp loads, which facilitates control, especially in the
manual case.
The clutch disc is angularly fixed to the transmission input shaft and can
therefore rotate with a different speed than the engine and flywheel. When the
clamp load becomes greater than zero a friction force will arise if there is a speed
difference. This force will result in a torque around the crank and input shafts
working to reduce the speed difference. With a larger normal force a larger
7
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Cushion Spring

Clutch Disc

Friction Pads
Oil Reservoir
Push Plate
Diaphragm Spring
Torsional Spring

Throwout Bearing

Electric Motor

ICE

Transmission Shaft
Flywheel
xm

x0

x0,ref

Piston
Clutch Cover

xp

x

klinkage xcor

Figure 2.1: A schematic over the actuator and the dry single-plate pull-type
clutch studied here. klinkage is the combined ratio of all levers between the piston
and the push plate. Sometimes the measurement x is used instead of xp as a
wear compensated piston position that is in the same range as xm .

torque will be transmitted and if the speed difference gets reduced to zero the
clutch will lock up, i.e. static friction will take place. When locked up the clutch
acts as a solid unit and transmit the engine torque as long as it does not exceed
the stiction torque. The engine torque is oscillative and in order to damp these
oscillations there are torsional springs inside the clutch disc. For more detailed
descriptions of how a clutch works see Mashadi and Crolla (2012); Newton et al.
(1996); Dolcini et al. (2010) or Vasca et al. (2011).

2.1

Survey of Clutch and Driveline Models

When modeling for control purposes not every detail has to be captured. It
is sufficient if significant dynamics are captured and preferable if the model
complexity can be kept low, (Ljung, 1999). In the case of the clutch the
transmitted torque is an important quantity to model. However the importance
of clutch torque control becomes clearer if it is put into the wider context of
driveline control. For advanced driveline control a driveline model is useful,
either for simulation during development or for model based control. The model
should capture the dynamics in the driveline, such as shunt and shuffle, that
affects the driver (and passenger) comfort.

2.1. Survey of Clutch and Driveline Models
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of how the two spring forces in the clutch and the
trow-out bearing force interact. The clutch disc spring characteristics are the
spring torque at the pivot point divided by the length of the lever between the
pivot and the pressure plate. The throw-out bearing force is multiplied with the
length of the lever between the bearing and the pivot and then divided with the
length of the lever between the pivot and the pressure plate.

2.1.1

Clutch Models

In the literature a wide range of models have been proposed. The most simple
models have a clutch torque that is assumed to be a controllable input, see
for example Dolcini et al. (2008) or Garofalo et al. (2002). These models rely
on the assumption that there is perfect knowledge of how the clutch behaves.
More advanced models include submodels for slipping and sticking torques. For
example a LuGre model is used in Dolcini et al. (2005) and a Karnopp model in
Bataus et al. (2011). The former is a one-state model that captures stick-slip
behavior, varying break-away force, Stribeck effect, and viscous friction. The
latter includes a dead-zone around zero speed to ease the simulation of stick-slip
behavior. The clutch torque during slipping is commonly modeled using a
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function with the following structure,
Mtrans,k = sgn(∆ω) n µ Re FN

(2.1)

where ∆ω is the clutch slip (speed), n the number of friction surfaces, µ the
friction coefficient, Re the effective radius and FN the clamping (normal) force.
In these models FN is often either given as input or a static nonlinear function
of clutch position, x, i.e. FN = FN (x), see for example Vasca et al. (2011) or
Glielmo and Vasca (2000). In particular Dolcini et al. (2010) mentions that a
third-order polynomial is suitable to describe the connection between throwoutbearing position and clutch transmitted torque, mainly governed by the cushion
spring characteristics. In Deur et al. (2012) µ is fitted to the following regression
curve:

µ = a0 + a1 e−a2 ∆ω − 1 Tb + (a3 − a4 ln(∆ω)) Tb2
+ (a5 − a6 ∆ω) FN + a7 Tb FN

(2.2)

where Tb is the temperature of the clutch body and assumed to be an input
signal. a0 − a7 are curve parameters. FN is mapped against actuator position
and Tb in Deur et al. (2012). More advanced FEM models of the clutch are
also found in the literature. To name some Nam et al. (2000) investigates the
stresses in the diaphragm spring, Sfarni et al. (2008) has studied how the clutch
disc characteristics change with wear and Cappetti et al. (2012b) examines the
temperature effect on the cushion spring. Especially temperature distributions
are popular to investigate using FEM. Both in clutch parts, Abdullah and
Schlattmann (2012a) examines temperature distributions in clutch discs with
different grooves and Lee et al. (2007) investigates the temperature distribution
in the pressure plate, and in the clutch as a whole, (Abdullah and Schlattmann,
2012b) and (Sun et al., 2013). These FEM models point out interesting effects
but are of little use here as the computational complexity is too high.
In Velardocchia et al. (2000) and Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) simpler temperature models are established. However these two models do not include the
effect of the temperature on Mtrans,k . The models in Velardocchia et al. (2000)
and Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) could be combined with the model presented in
Deur et al. (2012), where the clutch temperature is an input, in order to give the
clutch torque. Although that approach requires a map of the normal force as
function of actuator position and temperature, whereas the approach in Paper A,
(Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012b), is completely model based. Furthermore the
clamping load and temperatures, which is not available in production vehicles,
need to be measured during the parameter estimation procedure. In Paper A,
(Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012b), only sensors available in production vehicles
are used.

2.1.2

Driveline Models

When modeling for control purposes it is common in the literature to include one
or more flexibilities. In Pettersson (1997) active shuffle damping and clutch-less
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gear-shift control is studied. There the model includes flexibilities in the clutch,
propeller shaft and drive shafts. The clutch torsion springs are modeled both
in a linear and a piece-wise linear fashion. Also Fredriksson and Egardt (2003)
looks at clutch-less gear-shift control, but this time in a transmission without
synchronizers. There only the drive shaft flexibility is modeled. Garofalo et al.
(2002) and Dolcini et al. (2008) study optimal control of clutch engagement.
For that the former models two flexibilities in the driveline, one before the
transmission and one after. Whereas the latter models only the flexibility after
the gearbox. A clutch-by-wire system is built in Moon et al. (2004), there a
non-linear clutch and drive-shaft flexibilities are used. Clutch judder is examined
in Crowther et al. (2004) using a driveline model with two flexibilities. A
paper about AMT modeling in general, (Lucente et al., 2007), states that three
flexibilities are useful, one in the engine, one before the transmission and one
after.

Chapter 3
Experimental Observations and Model Structure

As seen in Chapter 2 there are different ways to model the clutch. In order to
chose a suitable model structure an experimental platform and data is required.
Here Scania Heavy Duty Trucks (HDTs) with standard production sensors are
used. A variety of trucks have been used but the two most used are Ara and
Ernfrid. Both are equipped with a 14-speed AMT and a 16.4 liter V8 capable of
producing 3500 Nm. Ara weighs 105 tonnes and Ernfrid 21 tonnes. The clutch
was described in Chapter 2. A list of the measurement signals used is found in
Table 3.1 and their respective location in the driveline can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Hence no exact torque measurement, is available. In order to get a measurement
of the clutch torque the reported engine torque is used with added compensation
for inertia effects of the engine and flywheel.
The main benefit of this setup, with only production sensors, is that the
resulting model and observer is directly applicable on a production truck. Furthermore the procedure for experiments, model building, model validation, and
Table 3.1: A list over the different measurements used in the HDTs
Notation
ωe
ωt
ωp
ωw
v
Tcoolant
Tamb
xm
xp
Me

Explanation
Engine speed
Transmission input-shaft speed
Transmission output-shaft speed
Tractive-wheel speed
Vehicle speed, actually speed of the free rolling (front) wheels
Engine coolant temperature
Ambient temperature
Clutch actuator motor position
Clutch actuator piston position
Engine torque, reported from ECU
13
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Tamb

ωt
ωe

ωp

v

ωw
Tcoolant

Me
xm
xp

Figure 3.1: Sketch of a typical HDT driveline and where the sensors are placed.
See Table 3.1 for an explanation of the notation.

observer evaluation can easily be performed on other vehicles equipped with a
dry clutch. On the other hand, the drawback, compared to a test stand, e.g.
Velardocchia et al. (1999); Moon et al. (2004) or Deur et al. (2012), is fewer and
less precise sensors. All the cited test stands consist of a stand-alone dry clutch
that is cooled towards the stagnated room-temperature air. In a truck there
might be an airflow, the clutch is installed below the truck floor, bolted to the
transmission, and especially the flywheel is bolted to a 1 tonne, ∼ 90 ◦ C warm
engine. Naturally all this leads to different temperature dynamics.

3.1

Motivating Experiment

As a first investigation of the clutch characteristics the actuator position has
been ramped back and forth several times while the clutch torque has been
measured. Every second ramp pair the actuator has moved a shorter path. This
is performed in order to study possible hysteresis effects. The results from such
an experiment is presented in Figure 3.2. There the ramps are seen to follow
a curve that can be fitted to a third order polynomial, (Dolcini et al., 2010;
Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012b). However the polynomial is different for each
ramp, there is clearly some dynamics present.

3.2

Actuator Dynamics

The clutch actuator has a built in position controller, the benefit of this setup is
that effects causing hysteresis in the actuator force, e.g. friction or the diaphragm
spring, will not effect the actuator output/clutch torque relation, (Deur et al.,
2012). Furthermore a position measurement of the piston effectively makes the
piston position the output of the actuator. Since the actuator output is known
the clutch torque can be modeled without knowing the actuator dynamics.

3.2. Actuator Dynamics
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Figure 3.2: The clutch position, x, has been ramped back and forth while the
clutch torque has been measured, top plot. The transmitted torque clearly
depends on something more than the clutch position, in particular there is a
drift with time. The time scale can be viewed by following the position into
the lower plot. The time scale is also color coded, blue=0 s and red=75 s. The
torque difference between the first and last ramp is up to 900 Nm. The two
black lines are two possible parameterizations of a third order polynomial.

However for control applications the limitations of the actuator need to be
considered. Conveniently the motor in the actuator is both accurate and fast,
see Figure 3.3. The motor position can therefore be modeled as the requested
position rate limited to 82 mm/s.
Some dynamics exists in the hydraulics of the actuator but the piston still
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Figure 3.3: A step change in actuator (motor) position has been demanded. The
corresponding response in both motor and piston position can be seen. The
actuator is fast and can be modeled as a rate limiter of 82 mm/s.
moves at approximately the same rate as the motor, so control of the piston
position have similar performance. During intense use of the clutch the hydraulic
oil can be heated and thereby expand. This will cause a change in the relation
between the motor and piston position. However since the piston position is
measured and controlled this is of small concern. It should be noted that the
clutch is located inside the bell housing (the housing surrounding the clutch)
whereas the actuator is outside the bell housing. Therefore the temperature
dynamics of the actuator has little to do with the temperature dynamics of the
clutch discussed in Section 3.7.

3.3. Clutch Variables

3.3
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Clutch Variables

Several factors could be the reason for the dynamics seen in Figure 3.2. First
lets recall (2.1) from the previous chapter.
Mtrans,k = sgn(∆ω) n µ Re FN

(2.1)

Looking at (2.1) one factor that directly affects the clutch torque is the clamp
load. The clamp load is dependent on the actuator position but also on other
factors, mainly the cushion spring characteristics. These characteristics are
reported to have a decreasing slope with temperature in Cappetti et al. (2012a).
However in Cappetti et al. (2012b) thermal expansion in the axial direction of
the spring is shown to be a more significant effect. Sfarni et al. (2008) reports
about steeper cushion spring characteristics with wear. From a graph in Hong
et al. (2012) the normal force can be seen to be speed dependent. In Dolcini et al.
(2010) that speed dependency is said to be due to centrifugal forces acting on
the diaphragm spring. The works Mashadi and Crolla (2012); Moon et al. (2004)
and Szimandl and Németh (2012) report of hysteresis in the diaphragm spring,
that could lead to hysteresis in the normal force. A decrease in diaphragm
spring force with temperature is reported in Sun et al. (2013). The decrease
is especially pronounced for temperatures above 200 ◦ C. In Mattiazzo et al.
(2002) a temperature and wear dependency of the normal force/bearing position
characteristics is shown. The wear is reported to affect the characteristics
both through thinning of the disc, as in Figure 2.2, and through fatigue of the
diaphragm spring. In Mattiazzo et al. (2002) the normal force decreases with
temperature. In Deur et al. (2012); Cappetti et al. (2012b) and Hoic et al.
(2013) the change in normal force/bearing position characteristics is explained
by thermal expansion of clutch parts and the normal force is increasing with
temperature. Although with an exception for low forces in Hoic et al. (2013).
There the normal force is decreasing with temperature due to the expansion of
a return spring, which is not present in the more common setup studied here.
However the normal force is not the only component of (2.1) that varies.
It is generally recognized that µ can depend on temperature, slip speed, and
wear while Re can depend on temperature and wear as well, (Velardocchia et al.,
1999; Sun et al., 2013). Sun et al. (2013) has data showing an increase of µ
with temperature until 200 ◦ C, after that µ decreases. In Vasca et al. (2011) a
slip speed dependency of µRe is shown, this was especially pronounced for slip
speeds below ∼100 RPM. Re has been assumed constant in Deur et al. (2012)
and there µ decreases with temperature and increases with slip for a low to
medium normal force but for a high normal force no clear trend is seen. The
result is explained using (2.2).
It can be difficult to separate which parameter in (2.1) that is the reason for
a change in Mtrans,k . Therefore the clutch torque is often studied as a lumped
model. In Velardocchia et al. (1999) Mtrans,k is seen to decrease with temperature
and ∆ω. However there are large variations with wear. In Ercole et al. (2000)
Mtrans,k initially decreases with temperature for low temperatures and then
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increases for medium and high temperatures. Similarly there are variations with
wear and in addition temperature-torque hysteresis are reported.
A summary of the effects and dependencies above is to express (2.1) as,
Mtrans,k = sgn(∆ω) n µ(∆ω, T, t) Re (T, t) FN (x, T, ωe , t)

(3.1)

where T is the temperature(s) and t represents wear (with time). Since production trucks are used as experimental platforms, the number of sensors is limited.
This reduces the possibilities to separate the effects in (3.1). Therefore a lumped
model has been studied here.
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (∆ω, ωe , T, t, x)

(3.2)

However the more general model (3.1) gives some insight that can be used for
setting up experiments and selecting the internal structure of the model (3.2).
In order to investigate how the different dependencies of (3.2) affect the torque
a number of experiments have been performed. The experiments have been
designed to isolate different effects from each other and to step through the
dependencies of (3.2).

3.4

Wear

Investigations of wear requires a lot of time consuming measurements. Luckily
wear is usually a slow process that is not noticeable is single experiments.
Therefore wear is omitted from the model structure,
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (∆ω, ωe , T, x)

(3.3)

However in a production application wear have to be dealt with through e.g.
adaption. The only wear effect that has been observed throughout this thesis is
thinning of the clutch disc. A method for adapting the disc thickness is proposed
in Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b).

3.5

Slip

In order to investigate the slip speed, ∆ω, dependency experiments have been
carried out as follows. A truck has been driven to an uphill and has been kept
stationary by slipping the clutch at a constant position. This way the vehicle
will accelerate forwards if more torque is transmitted and backwards if less
torque is transmitted. Furthermore it is easy to, at least initially, keep the
input shaft speed stationary this way, and by doing so the engine speed can be
used to control the slip speed. The change in slip speed will of course have a
corresponding change in dissipated power and hence the temperature rate. In
order to isolate the slip dependency from temperature dynamics a fast change
in slip speed is desirable. Therefore slip-speed steps are made and an abrupt

Engine Speed [RPM]

3.6. Rotational Speed
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Figure 3.4: Slip steps are made through engine-speed control when the truck is
held stationary in a slight uphill using a constant clutch position. No reaction is
seen in neither clutch torque or input shaft acceleration.

change in torque/input shaft acceleration should be seen if there is a slip-speed
dependency, see Figure 3.4. Note that the engine torque has a transient during
the edges of a step, due to the acceleration of the engine. A smaller transient is
present in the clutch torque signal due to imperfections in the compensation for
the acceleration. No significant change is seen in the input shaft acceleration
and no correlation between steady-state clutch torque and slip speed is seen
neither, Figure 3.5. Based on this experiment (3.3) can be reduced to,
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (ωe , T, x)

(3.4)

This is somewhat in contrast to the data in Velardocchia et al. (1999) where a
slip dependency is shown. The slip has only been investigated at relatively large
speeds and does therefore not contrast the data in Vasca et al. (2011) where the
slip dependency only is present below 100 RPM.

3.6

Rotational Speed

Centrifugal effects in the diaphragm spring can be studied with the same
experiment as in Section 3.5 since the engine speed (and thereby diaphragm
spring speed) is varied whereas the other parameters of (3.4) are kept constant.
Hence no effects are seen in the torque in Figure 3.4 no speed dependency is
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Figure 3.5: The data points from Figure 3.4 when the engine speed is constant.
No correlation is seen between clutch torque and slip speed.
present either. The model can be further simplified into:
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (T, x)

(3.5)

There is a risk that an effect of ωe is present but canceled by an effect of ∆ω.
In order to fully investigate this the experiment of Section 3.5 would need
to be repeated with different input-shaft speeds, which would give a different
combination of slip speed and engine speed. This kind of experiments have
however not been performed due to practical difficulties with controlling the
input-shaft speed to a constant non-zero value.

3.7

Temperature

A variation of the experiment of Section 3.5 can be used to isolate the thermal
effect. The truck is placed in an uphill and the clutch is controlled to a point
where it can keep the truck stationary. Movement of the truck is not desirable
as it can make the clutch lock up (and the slip to vary). The power dissipated
will heat the clutch and if that affects the transmitted torque the truck will
start to move unless the clutch position is controlled to keep a constant torque.
Therefore the clutch torque is put under feedback and the clutch position is
measured. In Figure 3.6 it is seen to increase as more energy is dissipated into
the clutch. There are clearly some temperature dynamics present.
When performing experiments for identifying the thermal dynamics the cool
down process is also of interest. However a position that transmits a slipping
torque can not be measured if the clutch is to cool off. One possibility then is to
investigate how the contact point (kiss point), where pressure plate and clutch
disc first meet, changes with cooling. This feels intuitive as the kiss point is an
important parameter in clutch control. However, due to inexactness in the torque
measurement and the cushion characteristics of the clutch transmissibility curve
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Figure 3.6: Slip and torque through the clutch has been held constant. To keep
them constant the clutch position has to be varied. The motor position and
piston position vary differently. The position increases with dissipated energy.

around zero torque, the exact position of the kiss point is hard to detect. One way
to ease detection is to engage the clutch when neutral gear is engaged. This way
the input shaft speed will respond to the transmitted torque quickly. This type
of experiments have shown the kiss point to jump around, see Figure 3.7. This
is thought to be because the clutch disc can slide axially along the transmission
input shaft and stop in an arbitrary position in the gap between pressure plate
and flywheel. The friction along the shaft can provide a sufficient clamp load
to transfer enough torque to spin the input shaft when in neutral gear, but not
enough to transmit any significant torque for the truck dynamics. Therefore
the exact value of the kiss point is not of great concern, the point where clutch
torque gets significant is of greater concern.
An alternative measure is the position where the clutch is fully closed, here
called the zero position. This point is easy to determine, when the actuator
motor is fully backed out (motor position zero, hence the name zero position)
the clutch will, due to the diaphragm spring, be fully closed. If the clutch is
closed when neutral gear is engaged no significant energy is dissipated into the
clutch. The zero position does therefore give a more stable measurement, see
Figure 3.7. The zero position increases when heat is dissipated into the clutch
and it decreases exponentially when no heat is dissipated. A hypothesis is that
thermal expansion of the clutch is the reason for the change in zero position.
Therefore a rough estimate has been made of the thermal expansion.
The clutch mass is estimated as the flywheel and pressure plate, mc =
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Zero Position [mm]

Kiss Point [mm]

mf w + mpp = 47 + 34 = 81 kg. They are made out of cast iron and according to
Nording and Österman (1999) the expansion coefficient is eci = 11 · 10−6 1/K
and the specific heat capacity cp = 500 J/(kg K). If 4 MJ of energy is dissipated
into the clutch through slipping, as in Figure 3.7, the clutch will heat up with
approximately 98 K and expand by 0.11 %. The clutch is about 100 mm deep,
which means it will expand by 0.11 mm. At the actuator this is seen as 0.96 mm
(ratio of 8.8 measured in drawings). When comparing this number with the
change in the zero position seen in Figure 3.7, the numbers are in the same order
of magnitude. During the warm up the zero position increases with ∼ 1.2 mm
and during cool down it decreases ∼ 0.8 mm asymptotically. This gives further
support for the hypothesis that this effect is due to the thermal expansion of
the clutch.
In order to observe the zero position not only when the clutch is cooling
but also when the clutch is heated the following procedure has been used. The
clutch has been slipped for a short time while the truck has been in gear and
kept stationary by the parking brake. After the slipping phase the clutch has
been closed in neutral gear so that the zero position can be measured. The
slipping phase and measurement phase is alternated like this for an extended
period of time. The result of such an experiment can be seen in Figure 3.8. A
simple temperature model can be fitted to this data, see Paper A, (Myklebust
and Eriksson, 2012b), or Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b), for details.
However if the dynamics seen in Figure 3.8 is compared to those seen in
Figure 3.6 two things can be noticed. First the change in position is much
greater in Figure 3.6. Second the time constant in Figure 3.6 is much smaller.
This smaller time constant could correspond to a smaller thermal mass, e.g. the
clutch disc. The thermal behavior of the cushion spring inside the clutch disc is
investigated in Cappetti et al. (2012b) and could explain the faster dynamics
seen here. A second expansion term with faster dynamics is useful in order
to explain the clutch thermal dynamics, again see Paper A, (Myklebust and
Eriksson, 2012b), or Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b), for details.
The temperature dynamics can consist of several temperature but in common
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Figure 3.7: About 4 MJ of energy has been dissipated in the clutch. Afterwards
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Figure 3.8: The clutch has been heated through slipping and then left to cool
down. The zero position has been recorded as a measure of the expansion. A
simple temperature model can explain the behavior.

for all temperatures will be that energy is gained through the power dissipated
in the clutch,
P = Mtrans,k ∆ω

(3.6)

and energy is dissipated to the ambient air and the ICE, but not so much the
transmission, (Wikdahl and Ågren, 1999). Since the truck is moving and the
clutch is spinning there will be forced convection. Therefore also the vehicle and
clutch speed are possible variables.
Ṫ = f (T, P, TICE , Tamb , ωe , v)

(3.7)

where T is a temperature vector, TICE is the coolant temperature of the ICE,
Tamb is the ambient temperature and the engine speed is used as clutch speed.

3.7.1

Vehicle Speed Dependency

The speed of the truck directly affects the speed by which air is flowing past the
bell housing. This forced convection will naturally increase the cooling of the
clutch. In most experiments performed here the truck has been held stationary
in order to keep the clutch from locking up. Although this should be of smaller
concern when using the observer of Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b),
since the bell housing temperature only affects the clutch torque indirectly
through the ambient conditions of the flywheel and pressure plate. Equation
(3.7) can be reduced to,
Ṫ = f (T, P, TICE , Tamb , ωe )

(3.8)
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Figure 3.9: Zero position measurements when the clutch is cooling. In one case
the engine speed has been 500 RPM and the coolant temperature has been
77 ◦ C. In the other case the engine speed has been 1500 RPM and the coolant
temperature has been 82 ◦ C. The two trajectories are similar. The zero position
has been adjusted with an offset to compensate for different wear levels in the
two experiments.

3.7.2

Engine Speed Dependency

If the clutch is spinning at a higher speed there should be more forced convection
and the clutch body should cool faster towards clutch housing temperatures.
Therefore experiments have been carried out where the zero position has been
measured during cooling of the clutch with two different engine speeds, and
hence two different clutch body speeds. Looking at the data in Figure 3.9 there is
no significant difference in the curve shapes indicating that the clutch speed has
no significant effect on the clutch temperature. Therefore (3.7) can be further
reduced to,
Ṫ = f (T, P, TICE , Tamb )

(3.9)

Using the observer from Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b), it can
be verified that both measurements start at the same temperature level. For the
500 RPM case and the 1500 RPM case the clutch body temperature is 109 ◦ C
and 107 ◦ C, respectively and the clutch housing temperature is 83 ◦ C and 85 ◦ C,
respectively. The engine coolant temperature was measured to 77 ◦ C and 82 ◦ C
respectively.

3.8. Model Summary and Usage in Papers

3.8
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Model Summary and Usage in Papers

In this and the previous chapter a literature survey of dry-clutch models and
experiments is summarized into the model structure (3.2). Thereafter a set
of experiments are designed to investigate which variables in (3.2) that are
significant. In all experiments the platform has been a production truck driven
on roads. Therefore this set of experiments can easily be adapted to new
platforms. After performing the experiments the model structure is:
Ṫ = f (T, P, TICE , Tamb )
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (T, x)

(3.10)

This model structure is developed and parameterized in Paper A, (Myklebust
and Eriksson, 2012b). The model that results from Paper A, (Myklebust and
Eriksson, 2012b), is the foundation for Paper B, (Myklebust and Eriksson,
2013a), and Paper C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b). In Paper B, (Myklebust
and Eriksson, 2013a), simulations of the clutch model and the driveline model
from Paper D, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012a), are used to demonstrate the
importance of considering the thermal dynamics in clutch control applications.
One way to do that is to build an observer using the model. This is done in Paper
C, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2013b), where a clutch torque and temperature
observer is designed.
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Torque Model with Fast and Slow Temperature
Dynamics of a Slipping Dry Clutch
Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson
Vehicular Systems, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Linköping University, SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden

Abstract
The transmitted torque in a slipping dry clutch is studied in experiments
with a heavy duty truck. It is shown that the torque characteristic has
little or no dependence on slip speed, but that there are two dynamic
effects that make the torque vary up to 900 Nm for the same clutch
actuator position. Material expansion with temperature can explain
both phenomena and a dynamic clutch temperature model with two
different time constants is developed. The dynamic model is validated in
experiments, with an error of only 3 % of the maximum engine torque,
and is shown to improve the behavior significantly compared to a static
model.
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Introduction

Increasing demands on comfort, performance, and fuel efficiency in vehicles
lead to more complex transmission solutions. Historically high efficiency was
best met with a classical Manual Transmission and comfort with a classical
Automatic Transmission. The Automated Manual Transmission (AMT) is one
way to combine the best from two worlds. An important part in an AMT is
clutch control that has a profound effect on vehicle performance. Therefore it is
of importance to know the torque transmitted in the clutch with high precision.
Models have come to play an important role in estimation and control of the
transmitted torque, since torque sensors are expensive.
A sketch of a dry single-plate clutch is found in Fig. 1, while in-depth
explanations are found in for example Mashadi and Crolla (2012) and Vasca
et al. (2011). In clutch-modeling literature a wide range of models are proposed.
The most simple models have a clutch torque that is assumed to be a controllable
input, see for example Dolcini et al. (2008); Garofalo et al. (2002). These models
rely on the assumption that there is perfect knowledge of how the clutch behaves.
More advanced models include submodels for slipping and sticking torques. For
example a LuGre model is used in Dolcini et al. (2005) and a Karnopp model in
Bataus et al. (2011). The former is a one-state model that captures stick-slip
behavior, varying break-away force, Stribeck effect, and viscous friction. The
latter simply applies a dead-zone around zero speed to ease the simulation of
stick-slip behavior.
Models for the clutch torque during slipping commonly use a function with
the following structure,
Mc = sgn(∆ω) µ Re FN

(1)

where ∆ω is the clutch slip (speed), µ the friction coefficient, Re the effective
radius and FN the clamping (normal) force. In these models FN is often
either given as input or a static nonlinear function of clutch position, x, i.e.
FN = FN (x), see for example Vasca et al. (2011); Glielmo and Vasca (2000).
In particular Dolcini et al. (2010) mentions that a third-order polynomial is
suitable to describe the connection between throwout-bearing position and clutch
transmitted torque, mainly governed by the flat (cushion) spring characteristics.
Furthermore a slight speed dependency of the normal force is hinted in Dolcini
et al. (2010), centrifugal forces acting on the springs in the clutch. Mashadi and
Crolla (2012) reports of hysteresis in the diaphragm spring, that could lead to
hysteresis in the normal force. In Mattiazzo et al. (2002) a temperature and
wear dependency of the normal force/bearing position characteristics is shown.
Concerning the other model components it is generally recognized that µ
can depend on temperature, slip speed, and wear and that Re can depend on
temperature and wear as well, see Velardocchia et al. (1999). In Vasca et al.
(2011) a slip speed dependency of µRe is shown, this was especially pronounced
for slip speeds below ∼100 RPM.
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It can be difficult to separate which parameter in (1) that is the reason
for a change in Mc . Therefore the clutch torque is often studied as a lumped
model. In Velardocchia et al. (1999) Mc is seen to decrease with temperature
and ∆ω. However there are large variations with wear. In Ercole et al. (2000)
Mc initially decreases with temperature for low temperatures and then increases
for medium and high temperatures. Similarly there are variations with wear and
in addition temperature-torque hysteresis are reported. In Velardocchia et al.
(2000) and Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) temperature models are established, but
no work seems to include the temperature effect on Mc . In view of this the main
contribution in this paper is the analysis and model of a clutch that includes
temperature dynamics and the corresponding effects on the transmitted torque.
The clutch model presented here is built solely from the observation made
on the data presented in this paper. No slip dependency is seen and the torque
is increasing with temperature. A limitation of the problem statement is that
the clutch is only studied when it is slipping.

2

Experimental Setup

The AMT clutch in a Heavy Duty Truck (HDT) is studied. The clutch, that is
in focus here, is a dry single-plate pull-type normally closed clutch. A schematic
is seen in Fig. 1. The clutch is actuated by an electric motor that through a
worm gear moves a hydraulic master cylinder that in turn moves a slave piston
and via a lever pulls the throwout bearing. Both motor position, xm , and slave
position, x, are measured.
The truck used here is only equipped with production sensors, engine speed,
idle shaft speed and slave position. Hence no exact torque measurement, is
available. In order to get a measurement of the clutch torque the reported engine
torque has been compensated for inertia effects of the engine and flywheel. The
limited amount of sensors add to the difficulty in making a clutch model and
validating it.

3

Modeling Outline

As mentioned in Section 1, Mc depends on several factors such as, actuator
position, temperatures, rotational speeds and wear. In Fig. 2 it is seen how the
transmitted torque varies with up to 900 Nm for a given position. Furthermore
components are non-linear e.g. spring characteristics, hysteresis, etc. However
during experiments no clear hysteresis have been detected and therefore not
modeled. Due to the difficulties involved in measuring wear, especially when
access to test equipment is limited and non-exclusive, wear has been assumed slow
enough to not have a significant effect in the experiments. The only exception is
the parameter x0,ref of Section 5, which is directly affected by the thickness of
the friction pads. x0,ref had to be parameterized to each measurement session
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Friction Pads
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Push Plate
Torsional Spring
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Figure 1: A schematic over the actuator and the dry single-plate pull-type clutch
studied here. klinkage is the combined ratio of all levers between the piston and
the push plate.
(months apart). In an on-line application of the model, such as an observer or
controller, more parameters would probably need to be adapted continuously.
In the collected measurement ∆ω > 0 has always hold, hence the sgn-function
from (1) has not been considered. And since the clutch is only considered during
slipping no advanced friction model, e.g. LuGre, is needed as they tend to be
focused around lock up. All these simplifications leave the model structure at
Mc = µ(∆ω, T ) Re (T ) FN (x, T, ∆ω)

(2)

In Section 5 the temperature effect will be explained by a changing FN , at least
for medium temperatures of the clutch. Nevertheless with the available sensors
there is no way to truly separate the effects between the parameters. Therefore
the model structure will be,
Mc = Mc (x, T, ∆ω)

(3)

In the next section the slip dependency will be investigated and in the subsequent
section the position and temperature dependency will be handled.

4

Slip dependency

Slip speed, ∆ω, dependency is recognized in the literature, (Vasca et al., 2011),
(Velardocchia et al., 1999). Therefore experiments have been carried out to
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Figure 2: The clutch position has been ramped back and forth while the clutch
torque has been measured. The transmitted torque clearly depends on something
more than the clutch position, in particular there is a drift with time (the color
changes with time, blue=0 s and red=75 s). The torque difference between the
first and last ramp is up to 900 Nm. The black lines are two parameterizations
of (5).

investigate this. Remember that since this work is limited to when the clutch is
slipping, slip speeds have been relatively large. There has been no investigation
of what happens when the clutch approaches lock up.
The experiments have been carried out as follows. The truck has been
driven to an uphill and has been kept stationary by slipping the clutch at a
constant position. This way the vehicle will accelerate forwards if more torque
is transmitted and backwards if less torque is transmitted. Furthermore it is
easy to initially keep the input shaft speed stationary this way, and by doing
so the engine speed can be used to control the slip speed. Slip-speed steps are
made and an abrupt change in torque/input shaft acceleration should be seen if
there is a slip-speed dependency, Fig. 3. Note that the engine torque will see
a transient during the flank of a step due to the acceleration of the engine. A
smaller transient is present in the clutch torque signal due to imperfections in
the compensation for the acceleration. No significant change is seen in the input

Engine Speed [RPM]
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Figure 3: Slip steps are made through engine-speed control when the truck is
held stationary in a slight uphill using a constant clutch position. No reaction is
seen in neither clutch torque or input shaft acceleration.
shaft acceleration and no correlation between steady-state clutch torque and
slip speed is seen neither, Fig 4. Therefore it is assumed that there is no slip
dependency at the slip speeds of interest in this paper. Equation (3) can be
reduced to
Mc = Mc (x, T )
(4)
This is somewhat in contrast to the data in Velardocchia et al. (1999) where a
slip dependency is shown. The slip has only been investigated at relatively large
speeds and does therefore not contrast the data in Vasca et al. (2011).

5

Temperature Effects and Models

The shape of the torque transmissibility curve is mainly due to the cushion
spring characteristics. Dolcini et al. (2010) mentions that this curve can be
described by a third order polynomial,

3

a(xref − xref,ISP ) +
Mref (xref ) = +b(xref − xref,ISP )2 if xref < xref,ISP
(5)


0
if xref ≥ xref,ISP
where xISP (Incipient Sliding Point) is the kiss point, where the push plate
and clutch disc first meet and torque can start to transfer. There is no first or
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Figure 4: The data points from Fig. 3 when the engine speed is constant. No
correlation is seen between clutch torque and slip speed.

zeroth order term in the equation since it is desired to have zero torque and
derivative at xref,ISP . The exact value of xISP can be difficult to find since the
transmissibility curve is very flat around xISP . However it is only important
to find a xISP that gives a good curve fit, as errors will be small near xISP . A
suggestion in Mattiazzo et al. (2002) is to define xISP as the point that transmits
a certain small torque. That method should give sufficient estimates of xISP for
the application described here.
Experimental data confirms (5) to be a good approximation for a given
temperature, Tref , see Fig. 2. However during slipping of the clutch, heat is
dissipated from the friction surface into the cast iron parts of the clutch that
naturally will expand. When the actuator motor is fully retracted (position=0)
the expansion can be measured through the position sensor on the slave. This
slave position is called the zero position, x0 , see Fig. 1.
A set of experiments has been performed to investigate the dynamics of
the clutch expansion. In order to be able to measure the zero position during
heating, the clutch has been alternating between closed and slipping with short
time intervals. After some time of heating the clutch has been held closed for a
prolonged time while the zero position has been constantly monitored as the
clutch cools down. The measurement results are found in Figure 5. The zero
position increases in a repeatable way with dissipated energy in the clutch and
decays in an exponential manner with time. This supports the hypothesis that
temperature is causing the change in zero position.

5.1

Material Expansion Analysis

In order to see that the change in zero position is due to material expansion,
the temperature increase is calculated in two ways. During the first heating
period of Fig. 5, 1.5 MJ of energy is dissipated. The pressure plate and flywheel
have a combined mass of 81 kg and are made of cast iron that has a specific

Zero Position [mm]
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Figure 5: The clutch has been heated through slipping and then left to cool
down. The zero position has been recorded as a measure of the expansion.
The temperature model (6)-(9) shows good agreement with the measurement.
Parameters have been fitted to a separate set of data.
heat of 0.5 kJ/(kg K), (Nording and Österman, 1999). If cooling of the clutch is
neglected a slightly high estimation of the temperature increase is obtained.
1.5 · 106
= 37 K
500 · 81
The measured expansion of the clutch during the same period is 0.3 mm at the
piston. With a linkage ratio of 8.8, a 100 mm thick clutch and an expansion
coefficient for cast iron of 11 · 10−6 K−1 , (Nording and Österman, 1999), this
corresponds to a temperature increase of,
0.3
= 30 K
8.8 · 100 · 11 · 10−6
The two temperature estimates are practically the same. Therefore the measured
expansion can be said to depend on temperature.

5.2

Expansion Model

In order to model the expansion a temperature model is required. In Velardocchia
et al. (2000) a linear model with one thermal mass in the pressure plate and
one in the flywheel is proposed. All parts of the clutch are cooled towards the
air in the clutch housing. Here the model is extended to capture the changes
in the housing temperature, Th . In contrast to Velardocchia et al. (2000) the
clutch studied here is mounted in a vehicle, therefore the clutch is, in addition,
thermally connected to both the ICE and transmission. However only a few
percent of the dissipated power, P , goes into the transmission, Wikdahl and
Ågren (1999). Therefore the heat flow to the transmission has been neglected.
Moreover it has been found that the thermal masses of the flywheel and pressure
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Figure 6: An electrical analogy of the temperature model (12)-(14). If (mcp )d = 0
the model can also be described by (6)-(7).
plate can be taken as one mass, (mcp )b , for the clutch body, without loosing
accuracy with respect to the expansion. For an electrical analogy of the model
see Fig. 6. The corresponding equations are:
(mcp )b Ṫb = kICE2b (Tcoolant − Tb ) + kb2h (Th − Tb ) + P

(6)

(mcp )h Ṫh = kb2h (Tb − Th ) + kh2amb (Tamb − Th )

(7)

where,
P = Mc ∆ω

(8)

In order to connect the temperature model with the change in zero position,
the levers and the expansion of the clutch body as function of temperature are
assumed linear.
x0 = kexp,1 (Tb − Tref ) + x0,ref

(9)

The eight parameters in the equations have been fitted against measured data
and the validation results, on a different set of data, can be seen in Fig. 5. Using
these results the piston position can be corrected for the expansion effect to
correspond to the actual compression of the flat spring, see Fig. 1.
∆x0 = x0 − x0,ref

(10)

xcor = x − ∆x0

(11)

Nevertheless the expansion model does not explain the torque drift, see Fig. 7.
The time scale in Fig. 2 is significantly smaller than that of Fig. 5. The torque
drift is also much larger than what is explained by the expansion. This has led
to the hypothesis that the clutch disc is also expanding with heat. In particular
the clutch disc has a much smaller (thermal) mass, which could correspond to
the faster time constant phenomenon seen in the data.
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Figure 7: The data from Figure 2 has been corrected for swelling of the clutch
body using (11). The correction is not sufficient to explain the torque drift.

5.3

Including Fast Dynamics

The clutch disc temperature, Td , has been modeled in a similar fashion, see
Fig. 6 for an electrical analogy and below for equations.
(mcp )b Ṫb = kICE2b (Tcoolant − Tb ) + kb2h (Th − Tb )+
+ kd2b (Td − Tb ) + kP P

(12)

(mcp )h Ṫh = kb2h (Tb − Th ) + kh2amb (Tamb − Th )

(13)

(mcp )d Ṫd = kd2b (Tb − Td ) + (1 − kP )P

(14)

A new situation with this extended model is that the dissipated energy has to
be split between the clutch disc and the body. In the model it is split by the
parameter kP , which is 1 if all energy goes to the body and 0 if all goes to the
disc. However the model is not sensitive to kP due to two facts. Firstly the vast
difference in time constants, a factor of ∼50, between the disc and the body
decouples (12) from (14), i.e. kd2b (Td − Tb ) + kP P ≈ (1 − kP )P + kP P = P ,
leaving the dynamics of Tb almost unchanged. Secondly the parameters are
fitted to data, i.e. if kP is 0 instead of 0.5 the value of (mcp )d and kd2b will
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Figure 8: The data from Figure 2 has been corrected for swelling of the clutch
body using (11) and (15). The correction explains the torque drift until the
temperatures get too high (somewhere when state Td becomes greater than
200 ◦ C).
double, leaving the dynamics of Td almost unchanged. In the data the expansion
has been seen to lag the dissipated power. The lag is maximized by kP = 0 this
is thus the choice of kP .
The expansion of the clutch disc is modeled by extending (9) with an extra
term
∆x0 = kexp (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 (Td − Tref ) =
= kexp (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 ((Td − Tb ) + (Tb − Tref )) =
= (kexp + kexp,2 ) (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 (Td − Tb )
|
{z
}

(15)

kexp,1

where the second term was practically zero during the zero-position measurements
due to the fast dynamics of Td . Therefore the new parameters can be estimated
separately from the old parameters. After estimation of the new parameters the
position can be corrected with (12)-(15) and Fig. 8 is obtained.
The model works well until the temperatures become too high (state Td
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reaches more than 200 ◦ C). It has been found empirically that saturating the
term (Td − Tb ) at 110 ◦ C improves the model at higher temperatures. One
should note that values of the temperature states have not been validated
against any measurement but they have reasonable magnitudes.
The transmitted torque can now be calculated as,
Mc = Mref (xcor )

(16)

Note that xcor increases with temperature which in turn makes Mc increase
with temperature. This is in contrast with the data in Velardocchia et al. (1999)
where the torque is decreasing with temperature. Although in the experiments
performed here the clutch mostly has a medium to high temperature and could
comply with the data in Ercole et al. (2000).
In summary, the model is a three state model with one static non-linearity.
All calculations are simple and therefore the model is suitable for running in
real time, for example in a clutch-control application.

6

Model Validation

The model has been validated on several data sets separate from those used
for parameter identification. One of these validations is shown in Fig. 9. The
model can be said to agree well with data. If the dissipated power is calculated
from the measured torque the model agrees very well, but it still simulates a
slightly low clutch torque. If instead the dissipated power is calculated from the
simulated torque the torque error makes the simulated power dissipation too low
and therefore the temperature states get lower. In turn this will lead to even
lower simulated torque in the next torque pulse. This is the explanation for the
decay in the simulated torque. In spite of this it still models the torque better
than the more common static model. On one hand, calculating the power from
the measured torque gives a better estimate of the current transmissibility curve,
which could be used for feed forward in control applications. On the other hand
the measured torque is not always available, e.g. some special driving scenarios,
when evaluating new controllers through simulation, or in the prediction made
by a model-based controller.
At the end of the torque pulses, the modeled torque drops faster than the
measured torque, when the clutch is fully opened in 0.3 s. This is however
believed to be due to delays in the computation of the engine torque, sensors and
other data processing. Therefore the residuals have been filtered using a moving
median of five samples (10 Hz). The result is presented in Fig. 10. The residuals
are less than 200 Nm and most of the time less than 100 Nm. Considering that
100 Nm is less than 3% of maximum engine torque, the model works well. In
fact the engine estimated torque can have errors of similar magnitude.
A validation of a launch is shown in Fig. 11. The static and dynamic models
are compared to measurement data. The dynamic model has a small error that
is always less than 104 Nm, and has better performance than the static model.

Clutch Torque [Nm]

6. Model Validation
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Figure 9: The dynamic torque model shows good agreement with measurements
in a validation data set. There is a slight decay in torque when P is modeled
instead of measured. However both implementations are significant improvements
compared the static model, Mc = Mref (x). The open-loop simulation started at
0 seconds. In the lower plot P is measured.

Figure 10: The residuals between the model and data presented in Figure 9.
The residuals are less than 200 Nm and most of the time less than 100 Nm. Or
in other words, most of the time less than 3% of maximum ICE torque.

In other data sets it has been seen that somewhere when Td is greater than
200 ◦ C the model deteriorates. This however is of small concern since these

Temperature [C]

Clutch Torque [Nm]
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Figure 11: The dynamic torque model shows good agreement with measurement
data of a start. The open-loop simulation started at 0 seconds. Line colors and
styles are the same as in Fig. 9. The clutch is locked up when there are no black
or magenta dots. In the lower plot P is measured.

temperatures are only reached during extreme driving. The accuracy of the
model has also been seen to be less good when the truck is cold.
The clutch temperatures could not be quantitatively validated as no temperature measurements were available. Therefore only a qualitative validation is
performed, showing that the magnitudes of the temperature states are reasonable
for an HDT clutch, see Fig. 9 and 11.

7

Conclusion

The transmitted torque in an heavy-duty truck dry clutch at slipping conditions
has been studied. Experiments showed no direct slip-speed dependency at the
levels of slip investigated here, instead dynamic effects were clearly visible. In
particular the measurements showed that the transmitted torque can vary with up
to 900 Nm for a given position. To capture the dynamic behavior, a model with
three temperature states was built. The model was developed and validated on a
production HDT, were no temperature measurements were available. Therefore
only a qualitative validation of the temperatures was performed, showing that
they had reasonable magnitudes.
The temperature dynamics have two vastly different time constants, a factor
of ∼50 apart, and the slow part could be physically explained to affect the
transmitted torque through expansion of clutch parts. Due to the vast difference
in the two time constants the model shows little sensitivity to how the dissipated
heat enters the model.
In validations, on driving sequences with intense use of the clutch, the
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open-loop simulation error was kept under 200 Nm and most of the time under
100 Nm, which is less than 3% of maximum engine torque and comparable to
the accuracy of the engine torque estimate. The dynamic model was shown to
give a significant improvment compared to a static model.
Finally, the model is simple and suitable for running in real time applications,
such as a clutch controller or a torque observer.
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Abstract
A dry clutch model with thermal dynamics is added to a driveline model
of a heavy-duty truck equipped with an automated manual transmission.
The model captures driveline oscillations and can be used to simulate how
different clutch-control strategies affect vehicle performance, drivability
and comfort. Parameters are estimated to fit a heavy-duty truck and
the complete model is validated with respect to shuffle, speed trajectory,
clutch torque and clutch lock-up/break-apart behavior. The model shows
good agreement with data. Furthermore the model is used to study the
effect of thermal expansion in the clutch on launch control. It is shown
that the effect of thermal expansion, even for moderate temperatures, is
significant in launch control applications.
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Introduction

Increasing demands on comfort, performance, and fuel efficiency in vehicles
lead to more complex transmission solutions. Historically high efficiency was
best met with a classical Manual Transmission and comfort with a classical
Automatic Transmission. The Automated Manual Transmission (AMT) is one
way to combine the best from two worlds. An important part in an AMT is
clutch control that has a profound effect on vehicle performance. Therefore it is
of importance to know the torque transmitted in the clutch with high precision.
Models have come to play an important role in estimation and control of the
transmitted torque, since torque sensors are expensive.
A sketch of a dry single-plate clutch is found in Fig. 1, while in-depth
explanations are found in for example Mashadi and Crolla (2012) and Vasca
et al. (2011). In clutch-modeling literature a wide range of models are proposed.
The most simple models have a clutch torque that is assumed to be a controllable
input, see for example Dolcini et al. (2008); Garofalo et al. (2002). These models
rely on the assumption that there is perfect knowledge of how the clutch behaves.
More advanced models include submodels for slipping and sticking torques. For
example a LuGre model is used in Dolcini et al. (2005) and a Karnopp model in
Bataus et al. (2011). The former is a one-state model that captures stick-slip
behavior, varying break-away force, Stribeck effect, and viscous friction. The
latter simply applies a dead-zone around zero speed to ease the simulation of
stick-slip behavior.
Models for the transmittable clutch torque during slipping commonly use a
function with the following structure,
Mtrans,k = sgn(∆ω) µ Re FN

(1)

where ∆ω is the clutch slip (speed), µ the friction coefficient, Re the effective
radius and FN the clamping (normal) force. In these models FN is often
either given as input or a static nonlinear function of clutch position, x, i.e.
FN = FN (x), see for example Vasca et al. (2011); Glielmo and Vasca (2000).
Furthermore a graph with speed dependency of the normal force is shown in
Hong et al. (2012). In Dolcini et al. (2010) that speed dependency is said
to be due to centrifugal forces acting on the springs in the clutch. Mashadi
and Crolla (2012); Moon et al. (2004) reports of hysteresis in the diaphragm
spring, that could lead to hysteresis in the normal force. In Mattiazzo et al.
(2002) a temperature and wear dependency of the normal force/bearing position
characteristics is shown.
Concerning the other model components it is generally recognized that µ
can depend on temperature, slip speed, and wear and that Re can depend on
temperature and wear as well, see Velardocchia et al. (1999). In Vasca et al.
(2011) a slip speed dependency of µRe is shown, this was especially pronounced
for slip speeds below ∼100 RPM.
It can be difficult to separate which parameter in (1) that is the reason
for a change in Mtrans,k . Therefore the clutch torque is often studied as a
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Figure 1: A sketch over the actuator and dry single-plate pull-type clutch
installed in the experiment vehicle.

lumped model. In Velardocchia et al. (1999) Mtrans,k is seen to decrease with
temperature and ∆ω. However there are large variations with wear. In Ercole
et al. (2000) Mtrans,k initially decreases with temperature for low temperatures
and then increases for medium and high temperatures. Similarly there are
variations with wear and in addition temperature-torque hysteresis are reported.
In Velardocchia et al. (2000), Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) and Myklebust and
Eriksson (2012b) temperature models are established, but only Myklebust and
Eriksson (2012b) includes the effect of the temperature on Mtrans .
When modeling the rest of the driveline for (clutch) control purposes it is
common to include one or more flexibilities, (Pettersson, 1997; Garofalo et al.,
2002; Fredriksson and Egardt, 2003; Moon et al., 2004; Crowther et al., 2004;
Lucente et al., 2007; Dolcini et al., 2008)
Here yet another driveline model with focus on the clutch and the control
of it is presented and validated. The contribution lies in that here the thermal
dynamics of the clutch are included in the model. Particularly the significance
to launch performance of including the thermal part is shown.

2

Driveline Model

In order to evaluate the quality of a certain launch control, a longitudinal model
of the heavy-duty truck in question is required. The model has to capture
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important dynamics in the driveline and how they make the truck shuffle. One
such model is found in Myklebust and Eriksson (2012a). It is used here with
one modification, the clutch model is replaced with the more advanced model
from Myklebust and Eriksson (2012b).
An overview of the model is seen in Figure 2. There the different parts of
the model, Internal Combustion Engine (ICE), clutch, gearbox, propeller shaft,
final drive, drive shafts and vehicle dynamics, can be seen as well as where the
flexibilities are located. Next, a quick review of the model equations are given.
1
2 Fdr

Me
1
2 Fdr

Figure 2: Sketch of the driveline model. Modeled parts and locations of flexibilities are visible.
If not otherwise stated the nomenclature follows this system: θ=angle,
ω = θ̇, v=velocity, r=radius, T =temperature, M =torque, F =force, P =power,
c=damping or vehicle dynamics coefficient, k=spring coefficient, b=viscous
friction coefficient, J=inertia, i=gear ratio, and x=clutch piston position. These
quantities are often equipped with subscripts, e=engine, f w=flywheel, c=clutch
transmission side, t=transmission, p=propeller shaft, f =final drive, d=drive
shaft, w=wheel, i=gear number, and amb=ambient.

2.1

Internal Combustion Engine

The ICE produces the engine torque, Me , that is given as model input. Note
that this is the net (brake) torque of the ICE, e.g. Me = 0 with open clutch will
keep the engine speed constant.

2.2

Clutch

The explanation of the clutch model is split into three parts, the friction and
temperature dynamics, the mode changes between locked and slipping, and the
torsional springs. An overview of the studied clutch is seen in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3: An electrical analogy of the temperature model (3)-(5).

Clutch Friction
The natural output from the actuator is the clamping force, FN . However FN is
not measurable, therefore it is directly recalculated into a transmittable torque,
Mtrans = kµFN , that is used as actuator output. The shape of the torque
transmissibility curve is described by a third order polynomial, (Dolcini et al.,
2010; Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012b)

3

a(xref − xref,ISP ) +
Mref (xref ) = +b(xref − xref,ISP )2 , if xref < xref,ISP
(2)


0,
if xref ≥ xref,ISP
where xISP (Incipient Sliding Point) is the kiss point. The exact value of xISP
can be difficult to find since the transmissibility curve is very flat around xISP .
However it is only important to find a xISP that gives a good curve fit, for a
certain temperature, Tref , as errors will be small near xISP .
The clutch disc temperature, Td , clutch body (flywheel and pressure plate)
temperature, Tb , and the clutch housing temperature, Th , have been modeled in
order to explain the torque drift, see Fig. 5, due to temperature. An electrical
analogy of the model is found in Fig. 3 and below are the equations.
(mcp )b Ṫb = kICE2b (Tcoolant − Tb ) + kb2h (Th − Tb )+
+ kd2b (Td − Tb ) + kP P

(3)

(mcp )h Ṫh = kb2h (Tb − Th ) + kh2amb (Tamb − Th )

(4)

(mcp )d Ṫd = kd2b (Tb − Td ) + (1 − kP )P

(5)

where,
P = Mtrans,k ∆ω = Mtrans,k (ωe − ωc )

(6)
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The temperature model is connected to the transmitted torque through a change
of the position xcor , see Fig. 1, corresponding to the expansion of parts in the
clutch. The expansion of the clutch body and disc as a function of temperatures
is assumed linear.
∆x0 = (kexp,1 + kexp,2 ) (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 (Td − Tb )

(7)

xcor = x − ∆x0

(8)

The transmitted torque can now be calculated as,
Mtrans,k = Mref (xcor )

(9)

Note that xcor increases with temperature which in turn makes Mtrans,k increase
with temperature. The k in the subscript stands for kinetic because the friction
is modeled as coulomb friction with stick-slip behavior. Define kµ as the ratio of
the static friction coefficient over the kinetic. Then the maximum transmittable
torque when sticking is:
Mtrans,s = kµ Mtrans,k

(10)

Lock-Up/Break-Apart Logic
The clutch model has two modes, locked and slipping mode. While in locked
mode, the clutch behaves as one rigid body, whereas during slipping the clutch
consists of two bodies where each one has an angular velocity and position. The
equations are:
Conditions for switching from slipping to locked mode:
θ̇e = θ̇c

(11)

Mtrans ≤ Mtrans,s

(12)

Conditions for switching from locked to slipping mode:
Mtrans ≥ Mtrans,s

(13)

Equations specific for the clutch in locked mode:
Me − Mc = (Je + Jfw + Jc ) θ̈e
θ̇c = θ̇e
Mtrans

Me Jc + Mc (Je + Jfw )
=
Je + Jfw + Jc

Equations specific to the clutch in slipping mode:

Mtrans = sgn θ̇e − θ̇c Mtrans,k

(14)
(15)
(16)

(17)

Me − Mtrans = (Je + Jfw ) θ̈e

(18)

Mtrans − Mc = Jc θ̈c

(19)
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Torsional Part
The main flexibility of the clutch is in the torsion springs in the clutch disc.
They are located on the vehicle side of the friction surfaces and can be modeled
as a separate part.
The clutch torsional part is modeled as a torsional spring and damper.
Mc = cc (θ̇c − θ̇t ) + kc (θc − θt )

2.3

(20)

Transmission

The transmission consists of some inertia, viscous friction and a gear ratio.
Note that no synchronizers are modeled and the model can not engage neutral
gear. Therefore gear shifting will be instantaneous. This is an acceptable
approximation when the clutch is disengaged, since the transmission input side
has low inertia compared to the rest of the vehicle.
With the states θ̇p , θp , and θt the equations become:

2.4

Mt = Mc it,i

(21)

(Jt,i + Jp ) θ̈p = Mt − bt θ̇p − Mp

(22)

θ̇t = θ̇p it,i

(23)

Propeller Shaft

The flexible propeller shaft is modeled in the same way as the clutch flexibility,
(20). The propeller-shaft equation is:
Mp = cp (θ̇p − θ̇f ) + kp (θp − θf )

2.5

(24)

Final Drive

The final drive with differential is assumed to act symmetrically on the drive
shafts. Therefore it can be modeled as the transmission but with fixed gear
ratio, if , and inertia, Jf . With the states θ̇d , θd the equations become:

Jp i2f + Jf + Jd θ̈d = Mp if − bf θ̇d − Md
(25)
θ̇f = θ̇d if

2.6

(26)

Drive Shafts

The driveline’s main flexibility is in the drive shafts, which can, with a symmetrical differential, be modeled as the clutch flexibility, (20). The drive shaft
equation is:
Md = cd (θ̇f − θ̇w ) + kd (θf − θw )

(27)
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Vehicle Dynamics

The wheels and non-driveline parts that affect the longitudinal dynamics are
modeled in this section. Tire dynamics are neglected and rolling condition is
assumed. The wheels simply consists of a radius, rw , an inertia, Jw and a rolling
resistance force, Fr . Fr is multiplied with a smoothing function in order to
improve performance of the simulation, (Myklebust and Eriksson, 2012a).
Model inputs that directly affect the vehicle dynamics are braking force
and road-slope angle, α (in radians). The road-slope angle is used to calculate
the gradient force that is added with the braking force, rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag.
With the states v (v̇ = a) and θw the equations become:
Fa =

1
ρa cw Af v 2 ,
2

Fg = mg sin(α)

Fr = f (v)(cr1 + cr2 |v|)mg,

θ̇w = v/rw

Md
− sgn(v)(Fr +Fa + Fb ) − Fg =
rw


Md
Jw + Jd
=
a
− Fdr = m +
2
rw
rw

(28)
(29)

(30)

Let torsions replace the states corresponding to angles, then the state vector
is reduce to: ωe , ωc , θc − θt , ωp , θp − θf , ωd , θd − θw , ωw , Tb , Th , and Td . When
the clutch is locked one state disappears, ωe = ωc

3

Parameter Estimation

The driveline model and the clutch model have both been validated separately in
their respective paper. However they have not been validated when put together
and the lock-up/break-a-part detection has not been validated before. In order
to do that a number of launches have been recorded. However these experiments
have been carried out in a different truck than those used in the previous papers.
Therefore the parameters have to be estimated. The driveline parameters have
been estimated using a launch where the clutch has been closed rapidly (clutch is
slipping less than 0.1 s). This gives negligible clutch dynamics and large shuffle
oscillations, which is appropriate when estimating the flexibilities and damping
coefficients. The result can be seen in Fig. 4. Since it is difficult to do open-loop
simulation of a system under feedback, the model also utilizes feedback. In the
experiments the combustion engine is under speed control, therefore also the
modeled engine is put under speed control. A PI-controller with feedforward of
the measured engine torque is used. However since the engine model is simply
an inertia, the PI-controller performs better than the real controller. Therefore
the measured engine speed has been used as reference, in order to capture the
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imperfections in the speed control and the inherent shuffle. The other driveline
speeds follow the measurements well. The model is leading somewhat in the start
due to sensor dynamics. There is some difference in the engine reported torque
and the modeled engine torque, although it is hard to draw any conclusions from
this, since the torque signal is inexact during transients. The parameterization
seems good.
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Figure 4: A quick launch (clutch locks-up in less than 0.1 s) with large oscillations
was used to parameterize the driveline model. Both the real and modeled engines
were under speed control. The measured output-shaft speed is lagging the model
due to sensor dynamics.

Next the clutch model needs to be parameterized. The experiment conducted
to do this has consisted of ramping the clutch position back and forth while
the truck has been kept stationary using the parking brake. The resulting data
can be seen in Fig. 5. The torque drift due to temperature can clearly be seen.
By applying (3)-(8) to the data, using the same parameters as in Myklebust
and Eriksson (2012b), Fig. 6 is attained. There the ramps have converged to
one curve and consequently these parameters work here too. The 3rd degree
polynomial, (2), has been fitted to this curve using the least square method.
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Figure 5: The data used for parameterizing the clutch model. The torque
drift with temperature can be clearly seen. The color indicates time (blue=0 s,
red=45 s).
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Figure 6: Same as Fig. 5 but the position has been corrected for the thermal
expansion using (8). All lines converge. The black line is the least square fit of
the 3rd degree polynomial, (2).
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Model Validation

A number of launches have been performed in different gears in order to validate
the complete model. Here two launches are shown, one in third gear, Fig. 7,
and one in sixth gear, Fig. 8. In third gear there is some drift in vehicle speed
with the consequence that the clutch locks up earlier in the model compared
to the measurement. During the slipping phase the clutch torque has been
modeled correctly, however after lock up the torque decreases due to the engine
speed controller. When the engine speed reaches a set value the controller is
switched off and torque is used as model input, since then the measurement is
no longer under feedback. When the controller is switched off the drift naturally
returns. Nevertheless the oscillations in the driveline are captured with respect to
amplitude and frequency, although the attenuation in the model is a bit too high.
In sixth gear the driveline speeds and clutch torque matches the measurement
very well. As a result it is easy to see that the lock-up/break-apart logic makes
mode switches at the correct time points. This is a further addition to the
base-line model in Myklebust and Eriksson (2012a). However when the clutch
torque goes from positive to negative and vice versa there is some oscillations
seen in the measurement due to backlash. These oscillation are naturally not
captured in the model since the backlash is not modeled.
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Figure 7: Validation of the complete model in 3rd gear. Vehicle oscillations are
captured and the clutch torque is correct (while slipping). The engine is under
speed control when the speed is close to 500 RPM and using torque as input
otherwise.
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In conclusion both validations look fine and the model is suitable for investigating different clutch control strategies during launch and their effect on vehicle
shuffle and performance.
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Figure 8: Validation of the complete model in 6th gear. Vehicle motion and the
clutch torque are modeled with high accuracy. The lock-up/break-apart logic
can be seen to work as intended at 6263/6266 s. When the torque transferred in
the clutch changes between positive and negative some oscillations are seen in
the measurement due to unmodeled backlash. The engine is under speed control.

5

Thermal Effect on Launching

This section highlights possible problems that can arise in clutch control during
launch when not considering the thermal effects. Here two controllers taking
requested torque as input are studied. This is a natural choice of input since it
is common to use torque based driveline control, (Heintz et al., 2001). When so
the driver intention over time can be interpreted as a reference torque trajectory.
The first controller is the simplest possible, an open-loop controller consisting
of an inversion of (2), the torque transmissibility curve at 60 ◦ C. The second
controller uses the first controller as a feedforward part but in addition it has
a PI-controller in order to utilize the engine torque for feedback. For both
controllers the clutch is fully open when the torque request is zero and fully
closed when there is no slip in the clutch. The clutch actuator is fast and exact
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and therefore it is modeled with a rate limiter of 82 mm/s on x. The ICE directly
gives the requested torque and has in addition a PI idle-speed controller in order
to not stall the engine if the requested torque is too low. The simulations will
be evaluated mainly from a comfort perspective and a measurement relating to
comfort is jerk (time derivative of the vehicle acceleration). According to Zeng
et al. (2013) the maximum jerk and minimum (negative) jerk are important
comfort measures.
A requested torque trajectory has been chosen as follows; starts out at zero
torque until 1.5 s where it is ramped up to 3 % of maximum torque at 2.5 s. It is
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Figure 9: A simulated launch in fourth gear for four different cases, cold clutch
with open loop control marked with plus signs, cold clutch with closed loop control
marked with crosses, warm clutch with open loop control marked with circles and
warm clutch with closed loop control marked with triangles. Cold clutch means
[Tb , Th , Td ] = [60, 50, 60]◦ C and warm means [Tb , Th , Td ] = [130, 120, 130]◦ C.
The cold closed loop case follows the reference torque closely whereas the cold
open loop case has a slight drift due to heating of the clutch. The warm open
loop case has a completely different speed trajectory that should correspond to
a different accelerator input and, as in both warm cases, jerk levels are about
five times higher.
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kept there until 4 s when it is ramped further up to 4 % at 5 s and kept there for
the rest of the simulation. This trajectory is used as input to the simulation model
together with no braking, no slope, fourth gear
 and 500 RPM
 as
 idle speed. Sim
Tb , Th , Td = 60, 50, 60 ◦ C,
ulations are run
for
both
controllers
in
cold,




and warm, Tb , Th , Td = 120, 110, 120 ◦ C, conditions, four cases in
total. The results are seen in Fig. 9. The maximum jerk levels can be seen to
rise more than a factor of five when the clutch is warm. This is due to that the
clutch controller overshoots the kiss point at 1.5 s. The feedback controller also
get a large negative jerk when it tries to compensate for the excessive torque due
to incorrect kiss point. In the open loop case no such compensation is present
and naturally the truck recieves a completly different speed trajectory although
the driver input is the same. Furthermore the jerk is larger when the clutch
locks-up in this case. The open-loop controller for the cold case has a drift in
torque due to heating of the clutch. Only the closed-loop controller for the cold
case manages to follow the desired trajectory.
Even though the example in Fig. 9 utilizes simple clutch-control algorithms
it highlights a problem that will be present in any controller that does not
compensate for the thermal dynamics. In order to give a quick response to driver
request the clutch needs to quickly move to the kiss point. If the kiss point is
overshot large discomfort can arise, as seen in Fig. 9. An additional problem is
that the large change in the torque transmissibility curve can put the controller
in a situation it has not been tuned for, as demonstrated by the negative peak in
the jerk for the closed loop controller in the warm case. Moreover it should be
mentioned that the temperatures used in this example are normal, temperatures
can even go above 200◦ C.
A remedy for this problem is to estimate the temperature and compensate
the clutch piston position for the expansion using the model in Myklebust and
Eriksson (2012b).

6

Conclusion

A driveline model for vehicle shuffle and a clutch model including thermal effects
have been merged together in order to simulate how different clutch-control
strategies affect vehicle shuffle and performance. Parameters have been estimated
to fit a heavy-duty truck and the complete model has been successfully validated,
including the lock-up/break-apart logic. The complete driveline model has been
used to show the profound effect of thermal phenomenon in the clutch on launch
control, even for moderate temperatures. The launch control example showcases
the importance of incorporating a thermal model of the clutch in launch control
applications.
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Abstract
A transmission with both high comfort and high efficiency is the Automated Manual Transmission (AMT). To be able to control and fully utilize this type of transmission it is of great importance to have knowledge
about the torque transmissibility curve of the clutch. The transmitted
torque in a slipping dry clutch is therefore studied in experiments with a
heavy duty truck (HDT). It is shown that the torque characteristic has
little or no dependence on slip speed, but that there are two dynamic
effects that make the torque vary up to 900 Nm for the same clutch
actuator position. Material expansion with temperature can explain
both phenomena and a dynamic clutch temperature model that can
describe the dynamic torque variations is developed. The dynamic model
is validated in experiments, and it is shown to reduce the error in transmitted torque from 7 % to 3 % of the maximum engine torque compared
to a static model. Clutch wear is also a dynamic phenomenon that is
of interest to track and compensate for, and therefore the model is augmented with an extra state describing wear. An observability analysis is
performed showing that the augmented model is fully or partially observable depending on the mode of operation. In particular, by measuring
the actuator position the temperature states are observable, both during
slipping of the clutch and when it is fully closed. An Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF), which observes the temperature states, was developed
since it is straight forward to incorporate different modes of operation.
The EKF was evaluated on measurement data and the estimated states
converged from poor initial values, enabling prediction of the translation
of the torque transmissibility curve. The computional complexity of the
EKF is low and thus it is suitable for real-time applications. Modeling,
parameter estimation, observer design and validation are all carried out
using production sensors only and therefore it is straight forward to
implement the observer in a production HDT following the presented
methodology.
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1

Introduction

Increasing demands on comfort, performance, and fuel efficiency in vehicles lead
to more complex transmission solutions. Historically high efficiency was best
accomplished with a classical Manual Transmission and comfort with a classical
Automatic Transmission. The Automated Manual Transmission (AMT) is one
way to combine the best from two worlds. An important part in an AMT is
clutch control that has a profound effect on vehicle performance. In clutch
control it is of importance to know the torque transmitted in the clutch with
high precision. Models have come to play an important role in estimation and
control of the transmitted torque, since torque sensors are expensive.

1.1

Outline and Contributions

After a short survey of related work the thermal clutch model from Myklebust
and Eriksson (2012) is summarized while the effects of temperature on the
transmitted torque are presented in detail. In Myklebust and Eriksson (2013)
the thermal effects in the clutch is shown to have a significant effect on launch
control and therefore a temperature state observer is built here. The first
contribution is that a wear parameter is added to the clutch model and the
observability of this new model is investigated. The observability varies with
the mode of operation and subsequently an observer must be able to handle
different modes of operation. Therefore an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is
built using the clutch model to allow for compensation of the thermal dynamics
and wear. The validation of the observer also provides a further validation
of the clutch model. However clutch torque observers have been built before,
e.g. Dolcini et al. (2005a, 2010); Kim and Choi (2010); Gao et al. (2012); the
contribution here lies in that the thermal effects have been observed. This
makes it possible to not only know the current torque, but also the translation
of the torque transmissibility curve. As a result not only feedback control but
also feedforward is supported. In particular, the model makes it possible to
use measurements of the actuator position when the clutch is fully closed to
estimate the temperatures. The observer utilizes production sensors only and in
fact, the entire synthesis process, from model building to observer validation, is
performed using the production sensors. All in all this gives an observer that is
light weight and implementable in production trucks.

1.2

Survey of Clutch Models

A sketch of a dry single-plate clutch is found in Fig. 1, while in-depth explanations
are found in for example Mashadi and Crolla (2012) and Vasca et al. (2011). In
clutch-modeling literature a wide range of models have been proposed. The most
simple models have a clutch torque that is assumed to be a controllable input,
see for example Dolcini et al. (2008) or Garofalo et al. (2002). These models rely
on the assumption that there is perfect knowledge of how the clutch behaves.
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More advanced models include submodels for slipping and sticking torques. For
example a LuGre model is used in Dolcini et al. (2005b) and a Karnopp model
in Bataus et al. (2011). The former is a one-state model that captures stick-slip
behavior, varying break-away force, Stribeck effect, and viscous friction. The
latter includes a dead-zone around zero speed to ease the simulation of stick-slip
behavior.
Models for the clutch torque during slipping commonly use a function with
the following structure,
Mtrans,k = sgn(∆ω) n µ Re FN

(1)

where ∆ω is the clutch slip (speed), n the number of friction surfaces, µ the
friction coefficient, Re the effective radius and FN the clamping (normal) force.
In these models FN is often either given as input or a static nonlinear function
of clutch position, x, i.e. FN = FN (x), see for example Vasca et al. (2011)
or Glielmo and Vasca (2000). In particular Dolcini et al. (2010) mentions
that a third-order polynomial is suitable to describe the connection between
throwout-bearing position and clutch transmitted torque, mainly governed by
the flat (cushion) spring characteristics. These characteristics are reported to
have a decreasing slope with temperature in Cappetti et al. (2012a). However
in Cappetti et al. (2012b) thermal expansion in the axial direction of the spring
is shown to be a more significant effect. From a graph in Hong et al. (2012)
the normal force can be seen to be speed dependent. In Dolcini et al. (2010)
that speed dependency is said to be due to centrifugal forces acting on the
springs in the clutch. The papers Mashadi and Crolla (2012); Moon et al.
(2004) and Szimandl and Németh (2012) report of hysteresis in the diaphragm
spring, that could lead to hysteresis in the normal force. In Mattiazzo et al.
(2002) a temperature and wear dependency of the normal force/bearing position
characteristics is shown. There it decreases with temperature. In Myklebust
and Eriksson (2012); Deur et al. (2012); Cappetti et al. (2012b) and Hoic et al.
(2013) the change in normal force/bearing position characteristics is explained
by thermal expansion of clutch parts and the normal force is increasing with
temperature. Although with an exception for low forces in Hoic et al. (2013).
There the normal force is decreasing with temperature due to the expansion of
a return spring, which is not present in the more common setup studied here.
When studying the components of (1) besides the normal force, it is generally
recognized that µ can depend on temperature, slip speed, and wear while Re
can depend on temperature and wear as well, (Velardocchia et al., 1999). In
Vasca et al. (2011) a slip speed dependency of µRe is shown, this was especially
pronounced for slip speeds below ∼100 RPM. In Deur et al. (2012) Re is assumed
constant and µ is fitted to the following regression curve:

µ = a0 + a1 e−a2 ∆ω − 1 Tb + (a3 − a4 ln(∆ω)) Tb2
+ (a5 − a6 ∆ω) FN + a7 Tb FN

(2)

where Tb is the temperature of the clutch body and a0 − a7 are curve parameters.
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It can be difficult to separate which parameter in (1) that is the reason for
a change in Mtrans,k . Therefore the clutch torque is often studied as a lumped
model. In Velardocchia et al. (1999) Mtrans,k is seen to decrease with temperature
and ∆ω. However there are large variations with wear. In Ercole et al. (2000)
Mtrans,k initially decreases with temperature for low temperatures and then
increases for medium and high temperatures. Similarly there are variations with
wear and in addition temperature-torque hysteresis are reported. In Velardocchia
et al. (2000), Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) and Myklebust and Eriksson (2012)
temperature models are established, but only Myklebust and Eriksson (2012)
includes the effect of the temperature on Mtrans,k . The models in Velardocchia
et al. (2000) and Wikdahl and Ågren (1999) could be complemented with (1)
and (2) in order to give the clutch torque. Although that approach requires
more parameters to be estimated compared to the model in Myklebust and
Eriksson (2012). Furthermore the clamping load needs to be measured, which
is not available in production vehicles. In Myklebust and Eriksson (2012) only
sensors available in production vehicles are used. Furthermore the clutch is
only modeled during slipping, there is no slip-speed dependency and torque is
increasing with temperature, in accordance with the observations made there.
It is also computationally simple enough to be used in control applications.

2

Experimental Setup

Two rear-wheel drive Heavy Duty Trucks (HDT), called Ara and Ernfrid, have
been used for experiments. Both are equipped with a 14-speed AMT and a 16.4
liter V8 capable of producing 3500 Nm. Ara weighs 105 tonnes and Ernfrid 21
tonnes. The clutch, that is in focus here, is a dry single-plate pull-type normally
closed clutch. A schematic is seen in Fig. 1. The clutch is actuated by an electric
motor that through a worm gear moves a hydraulic master cylinder that in turn
moves a slave piston and via a lever pulls the throwout bearing. Both motor
position, xm , and slave piston position, xp , are measured. In order to bring
xp to the same range as xm and make data sets with different amount of wear
comparable to each other the signal x = xp − x0,ref is used for the slave position,
see Fig. 1.
The trucks used here are only equipped with production sensors, namely:
engine speed, input shaft speed, coolant temperature, motor position and slave
position. Hence no exact torque measurement, is available. In order to get a
measurement of the clutch torque the reported engine torque is compensated
for inertia effects of the engine and flywheel. The main benefit of this setup,
with only production sensors, is that the resulting model and observer is directly
applicable on a production truck. Furthermore the procedure for experiments,
model building, model validation, and observer evaluation can easily be performed
on other vehicles equipped with a dry clutch. On the other hand, the drawback,
compared to a test stand, e.g. Velardocchia et al. (1999); Moon et al. (2004) or
Deur et al. (2012), is fewer and less precise sensors. All these mentioned test
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Figure 1: A schematic over the actuator and the dry single-plate pull-type clutch
studied here. klinkage is the combined ratio of all levers between the piston and
the push plate.
stands consists of a stand-alone dry clutch that is cooled towards the stagnated
room-temperature air. In a truck there might be an airflow, the clutch is installed
below to the truck floor, bolted to the transmission, and especially the flywheel
is bolted to a 1 tonne, ∼ 90 ◦ C warm engine. Naturally all this leads to different
temperature dynamics.

3

Clutch Model

The modeled clutch is a single-plate dry clutch with two contact surfaces, see
Fig. 1 for an overview. Torque is transferred between the flywheel and the clutch
disc through friction. The friction is modeled as coulomb friction with stick-slip
behavior. This is simply modeled with two friction coefficients, one static, µs ,
and one dynamic, µk . By defining the ratio of the friction coefficients, kµ = µµks
the equation for the transmittable torque during sticking (the stiction torque)
becomes:
Mtrans,s = kµ Mtrans,k

(3)

where Mtrans,k is given by (27). The modeling of the two modes, slipping and
locked-up, is done by a state machine, described in Section 3.1. However here
the focus is upon the clutch when it is slipping and it is the equations for the
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clutch in slipping mode that is used by the observer in Section 4. Nevertheless
it is useful to discuss some aspects of the mode switching to better understand
the different modes introduced in Section 4.1.

3.1

Lock-Up/Break-Apart Logic

The clutch model has two modes, locked and slipping mode. While in locked
mode, the clutch behaves as one rigid body, whereas during slipping the clutch
consists of two bodies where each one has an angular velocity and position.
Torque from the ICE, Me , and transmission, Mt , are inputs and angular velocity
on both sides, ωe and ωt , respectively, are states. The equations are:
Conditions for switching from slipping to locked mode:
ωe = ωt

(4)

|Mtrans | ≤ Mtrans,s

(5)

Equations for the clutch in locked mode:
Me − Mt = (Je + Jfw + Jc ) ω̇e
ωc = ωe
Mtrans =

(6)
(7)

Me Jc + Mt (Je + Jfw )
Je + Jfw + Jc

(8)

Conditions for switching from locked to slipping mode:
|Mtrans | ≥ Mtrans,s

(9)

Equations specific to the clutch in slipping mode:
Mtrans = sgn(ωe − ωt ) Mtrans,k
| {z }

(10)

∆ω

Me − Mtrans = (Je + Jfw ) ω̇e

(11)

Mtrans − Mt = Jc ω̇t

(12)

The state machine is validated in Myklebust and Eriksson (2013).

3.2

Slipping Torque Model Structure

The rest of this section, Section 3, discusses how to model the clutch during
slipping, or more precise, how to model Mtrans,k . This discussion is an extension
of the one in Myklebust and Eriksson (2012). As mentioned in Section 1.2,
Mtrans,k depends on several factors such as, actuator position, temperatures,
rotational speeds and wear. In Fig. 2 it is seen how the transmitted torque varies
with up to 900 Nm for a given position. Furthermore components are non-linear
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Figure 2: The clutch position, x, has been ramped back and forth while the clutch
torque has been measured. The transmitted torque clearly depends on something
more than the clutch position, in particular there is a drift with time (the color
changes with time, blue=0 s and red=75 s). The torque difference between the
first and last ramp is up to 900 Nm. The black line is a parameterization of
(16).

e.g. spring characteristics, hysteresis, etc. However during experiments no
clear hysteresis have been detected and therefore not modeled. Due to the
difficulties involved in measuring wear, especially when access to test equipment
is limited and non-exclusive, wear has been assumed slow enough to not have a
significant effect in the experiments. The only exception is the parameter x0,ref
of Section 3.4, which is directly affected by the thickness of the friction pads.
x0,ref had to be parameterized to each measurement session (months apart).
During the life time of an HDT more parameters would probably need to be
adapted continuously. However more prolonged testing is required to reach any
conclusion. With the above assumptions and the addition of n = 2 leaves the
clutch model structure at:
Mtrans,k = 2µ(∆ω, T ) Re (T ) FN (x, T, ωe )

(13)
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In Section 3.4 the temperature effect will be explained by a changing FN , at
least for medium temperatures of the clutch. Nevertheless with the available
sensors there is no way to truly separate the effects between the parameters.
Therefore the model structure will be,
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (x, T, ∆ω)

(14)

In the next section the slip dependency will be investigated and in the subsequent
section the position and temperature dependency will be handled.

3.3

Slip dependency

Slip speed, ∆ω, dependency is recognized in the literature, (Vasca et al., 2011),
(Velardocchia et al., 1999), this is therefore further investigated here. Experiments have been carried out as follows. A truck has been driven to an uphill and
has been kept stationary by slipping the clutch at a constant position. This way
the vehicle will accelerate forwards if more torque is transmitted and backwards
if less torque is transmitted. Furthermore it is easy to initially keep the input
shaft speed stationary this way, and by doing so the engine speed can be used
to control the slip speed. Slip-speed steps are made and an abrupt change in
torque/input shaft acceleration should be seen if there is a slip-speed dependency,
Fig. 3. Note that the engine torque will see a transient during the edges of
a step due to the acceleration of the engine. A smaller transient is present
in the clutch torque signal due to imperfections in the compensation for the
acceleration. No significant change is seen in the input shaft acceleration and
no correlation between steady-state clutch torque and slip speed is seen neither,
Fig 4. Therefore (14) can be reduced to
Mtrans,k = Mtrans,k (x, T )

(15)

This is somewhat in contrast to the data in Velardocchia et al. (1999) where a
slip dependency is shown. The slip has only been investigated at relatively large
speeds and does therefore not contrast the data in Vasca et al. (2011).

3.4

Temperature Effects and Models

The shape of the torque transmissibility curve is mainly due to the cushion
spring characteristics. In Dolcini et al. (2010) it is mentioned that this curve
can be described by a third order polynomial,

3

a(xref − xref,ISP ) +
Mref (xref ) = +b(xref − xref,ISP )2 if xref < xref,ISP
(16)


0
if xref ≥ xref,ISP
where xISP (Incipient Sliding Point) is the kiss point, where the push plate
and clutch disc first meet and torque can start to transfer. There is no first or
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Figure 3: Slip steps are made through engine-speed control when the truck is
held stationary in a slight uphill using a constant clutch position. No reaction is
seen in neither clutch torque or input shaft acceleration.
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Figure 4: The data points from Fig. 3 when the engine speed is constant. No
correlation is seen between clutch torque and slip speed.

zeroth order term in the equation since it is desired to have zero torque and
derivative at xref,ISP . The exact value of xISP can be difficult to find since the
transmissibility curve is very flat around xISP . However it is only important
to find a xISP that gives a good curve fit, as errors will be small near xISP . A
suggestion in Mattiazzo et al. (2002) is to define xISP as the point that transmits
a certain small torque. That method should give sufficient estimates of xISP for
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the application described here.
Experimental data confirms that (16) is a good approximation for a given
temperature, Tref , see Fig. 2. However during slipping of the clutch, heat is
dissipated from the friction surface into the cast iron parts of the clutch that
naturally will expand. When the actuator motor is fully retracted (position=0)
the expansion can be measured through the position sensor on the slave. This
slave position is called the zero position, x0 , see Fig. 1.
A set of experiments has been performed to investigate the dynamics of
the clutch expansion. In order to be able to measure the zero position during
heating, the clutch has been alternating between closed and slipping with short
time intervals. After some time of heating the clutch has been held closed for a
prolonged time while the zero position has been constantly monitored as the
clutch cools down. The measurement results are found in Figure 5. The zero
position increases in a repeatable way with dissipated energy in the clutch and
decays in an exponential manner with time. This supports the hypothesis that
temperature is causing the change in zero position.
Material Expansion Analysis
In order to see that the change in zero position is due to material expansion,
the temperature increase is calculated in two ways. During the first heating
period of Fig. 5, 1.5 MJ of energy is dissipated. The pressure plate and flywheel
have a combined mass of 81 kg and are made of cast iron that has a specific
heat of 0.5 kJ/(kg K), (Nording and Österman, 1999). If cooling of the clutch is
neglected a slightly high estimation of the temperature increase is obtained.
1.5 · 106
= 37 K
500 · 81
The measured expansion of the clutch during the same period is 0.3 mm at the
piston. With a linkage ratio of 8.8, a 100 mm thick clutch and an expansion
coefficient for cast iron of 11 · 10−6 K−1 , (Nording and Österman, 1999), this
corresponds to a temperature increase of,
0.3
= 30 K
8.8 · 100 · 11 · 10−6
The two temperature estimates are practically the same, which indicates that
the measured expansion depends on temperature.
Expansion Model
In order to model the expansion a temperature model is required. In Velardocchia
et al. (2000) a linear model with one thermal mass in the pressure plate and
one in the flywheel is proposed. All parts of the clutch are cooled towards the
air in the clutch housing. Here the model is extended to capture the changes
in the housing temperature, Th . In contrast to Velardocchia et al. (2000) the
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Figure 5: The clutch has been heated through slipping and then left to cool
down. The zero position has been recorded as a measure of the expansion.
The temperature model (17)-(20) shows good agreement with the measurement.
Parameters have been fitted to a separate set of data.
clutch studied here is mounted in a vehicle, therefore the clutch is, in addition,
thermally connected to both the ICE and transmission. However only a few
percent of the dissipated power, P , goes into the transmission, Wikdahl and
Ågren (1999). Therefore the heat flow to the transmission has been neglected.
Moreover it has been found that the thermal masses of the flywheel and pressure
plate can be taken as one mass, (mcp )b , for the clutch body, without loosing
accuracy with respect to the expansion. For an electrical analogy of the model
see Fig. 6. The corresponding equations are:
(mcp )b Ṫb = kICE2b (Tcoolant − Tb ) + kb2h (Th − Tb ) + P

(17)

(mcp )h Ṫh = kb2h (Tb − Th ) + kh2amb (Tamb − Th )

(18)

where,
P = Mtrans,k ∆ω

(19)

In order to connect the temperature model with the change in zero position,
the levers and the expansion of the clutch body as function of temperature are
assumed linear.
x0 = kexp,1 (Tb − Tref ) + x0,ref

(20)

The eight parameters in the equations have been fitted against measured data
and the validation results, on a different set of data, can be seen in Fig. 5. Using
these results the piston position can be corrected for the expansion effect to
correspond to the actual compression of the flat spring, see Fig. 1.
∆x0 = x0 − x0,ref

(21)

xcor = x − ∆x0

(22)
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Figure 6: An electrical analogy of the temperature model (23)-(25). If (mcp )d = 0
the model can also be described by (17)-(18).
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Figure 7: The data from Figure 2 has been corrected for expansion of the clutch
body using (20)-(22). The correction is not sufficient to explain the torque drift.
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Nevertheless the expansion model does not fully explain the torque drift,
see Fig. 7. The time scale in Fig. 2 is significantly smaller than that of Fig. 5.
The torque drift is also much larger than what is explained by the modeled
expansion. In fact the remaining relative torque drift is of the same magnitude
as that reported in Cappetti et al. (2012b) due to flat spring axial expansion.
This has led to the hypothesis that the clutch disc, or at least the flat spring, is
also expanding with heat. In particular the clutch disc/flat spring has a much
smaller (thermal) mass, which could correspond to the faster time constant
phenomenon seen in the data.
Including Fast Dynamics
The clutch disc temperature, Td , has been modeled in a similar fashion, see
Fig. 6 for an electrical analogy and below for equations.
(mcp )b Ṫb = kICE2b (Tcoolant − Tb ) + kb2h (Th − Tb )+
+ kd2b (Td − Tb ) + kP P

(23)

(mcp )h Ṫh = kb2h (Tb − Th ) + kh2amb (Tamb − Th )

(24)

(mcp )d Ṫd = kd2b (Tb − Td ) + (1 − kP )P

(25)

A new situation with this extended model is that the dissipated energy has to
be split between the clutch disc and the body. In the model it is split by the
parameter kP , which is 1 if all energy goes to the body and 0 if all goes to the
disc. However the model is not sensitive to kP due to two facts. Firstly the vast
difference in time constants, a factor of ∼50, between the disc and the body
decouples (23) from (25), i.e. kd2b (Td − Tb ) + kP P ≈ (1 − kP )P + kP P = P ,
leaving the dynamics of Tb almost unchanged. Secondly the parameters are
fitted to data, i.e. if kP is 0 instead of 0.5 the value of (mcp )d and kd2b will
double, leaving the dynamics of Td almost unchanged. In the data the expansion
has been seen to lag the dissipated power. The lag is maximized by kP = 0 this
is thus the choice of kP .
The expansion of the clutch disc is modeled by extending (20) with an extra
term
∆x0 = kexp (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 (Td − Tref ) =
= kexp (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 ((Td − Tb ) + (Tb − Tref )) =
= (kexp + kexp,2 ) (Tb − Tref ) + kexp,2 (Td − Tb )
|
{z
}

(26)

kexp,1

where the second term was practically zero during the zero-position measurements
due to the fast dynamics of Td . Therefore the new parameters can be estimated
separately from the old parameters. After estimation of the new parameters the
position can be corrected with (23)-(26) and Fig. 8 is obtained.
The model works well until the temperatures become too high (state Td
reaches more than 200 ◦ C). It has been found empirically that saturating the
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Figure 8: The data from Figure 2 has been corrected for expansion of the clutch
body using (22) and (26). The correction explains the torque drift until the
temperatures get too high (somewhere when state Td becomes greater than
200 ◦ C, marked with gray thin lines).
term (Td − Tb ) at 110 ◦ C improves the model at higher temperatures. One
should note that values of the temperature states have not been validated
against any measurement but they have reasonable magnitudes.
The transmitted torque can now be calculated as,
Mtrans,k = Mref (xcor )

(27)

Note that xcor increases with temperature which in turn makes Mtrans,k increase
with temperature. This is in contrast with the data in Velardocchia et al. (1999)
where the torque is decreasing with temperature. Although in the experiments
performed here the clutch mostly has a medium to high temperature and could
comply with the data in Ercole et al. (2000).
Power as Input?
In can be discussed whether the dissipated power, P , should be considered an
input signal since it is calculated using (19). On one hand, calculating the
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power from the measured torque gives a better power signal that in turn gives a
better estimate of the current transmissibility curve, which could be used for
feedforward in control applications. On the other hand the measured torque
is not always available, e.g. some special driving scenarios, when evaluating
new controllers through simulation, or in the prediction made by a model-based
controller. Then P has to be calculated using the modeled torque. In Section 3.5
the model will be evaluated using both a measured P and a modeled P .
In summary, the model is a three state model with one static non-linearity.
All calculations are simple and therefore the model is suitable for running in
real time, for example in a clutch-control application.

3.5

Clutch Model Validation

Clutch Torque [Nm]

The model has been validated on several data sets, separate from those used for
parameter identification, and one of these is shown in Fig. 9. At the end of the
torque pulses, the modeled torque drops faster than the measured torque, when
the clutch is fully opened in 0.3 s. This is however believed to be due to delays
in the computation of the engine torque, sensors and other data processing.
Therefore the residuals, Msim − Mmeas , have been filtered using a moving median
of five samples (10 Hz). The result is presented in Fig. 10. The residuals are less
than 200 Nm and most of the time less than 100 Nm. Considering that 100 Nm
is less than 3 % of maximum engine torque, the model works well. In fact the
estimated engine torque can have errors of similar magnitude.
Note that when the dissipated power is measured the simulation shows a
slightly low clutch torque. If instead the dissipated power is calculated from
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Figure 9: The dynamic torque model shows good agreement with measurements
in a validation data set. There is a slight decay in torque when P is modeled
instead of measured. However both implementations are significant improvements
compared the static model, Mtrans = Mref (x), with parameters fitted to the rising
edge of the first torque pulse. The open-loop simulation started at 0 seconds. In
the lower plot P is measured.
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Figure 10: The residuals between the model and data presented in Figure 9.
The residuals are less than 200 Nm and most of the time less than 100 Nm. Or
in other words, most of the time less than 3 % of maximum ICE torque. The
mean absolute relative error is a mere 0.3 %

the simulated torque the torque error makes the simulated power dissipation
too low and therefore the temperature states get lower. In turn this will lead to
even lower simulated torque in the next torque pulse. This is the explanation
for the decay in the simulated torque when also the power is simulated. In spite
of this it still models the torque better than the more common static model.
A validation of a launch is shown in Fig. 11. The static and dynamic models
are compared to measurement data. The dynamic model has a small error that
is always less than 104 Nm, and has better performance than the static model.
In other data sets it has been seen that when Td is greater than 200 ◦ C the
model deteriorates. This however is of small concern since these temperatures
are only reached during extreme driving, where other measures can be taken.
The accuracy of the model has also been seen to be less good when the truck is
cold.
The clutch temperatures can not be quantitatively validated as no temperature measurements are available. Therefore only a qualitative validation is
performed, showing that the magnitudes of the temperature states are reasonable
for an HDT clutch, see Fig. 9 and 11.
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Figure 11: The dynamic torque model shows good agreement with measurement
data of a start. The open-loop simulation started at 0 seconds. Line colors and
styles are the same as in Fig. 9. The clutch is locked up when there are no black
or magenta dots. In the lower plot P is measured.

4

Observer

As shown in Myklebust and Eriksson (2013) the thermal effects in a dry clutch
can have a significant effect on launch control of a vehicle. Controllers that
assume the clutch torque to be an controllable input signal, e.g. Dolcini et al.
(2008) and Garofalo et al. (2002), would need an underlying compensation of
the thermal effect. This could be done like in Deur et al. (2012), however there
measurements of the temperature is used. Due to the difficulties involved in
measuring the temperatures of rotating bodies, this is not a feasible solution for
production vehicles. Instead the here proposed model can be used to estimate the
temperatures. With the help of an observer the model can be made insensitive
to poor initial values and wear (here only considered as a change in x0,ref ). The
latter is taken care of by adding a fourth equation to the state space (23)-(25).
ẋ0,ref = 0

(28)


T
The following definitions are made: state vector X = Tb , Th , Td , x0,ref ,

T
input vector U = x, P, Tcoolant , Tamb and intermediate output variable ỹ =

T
x0 , xcor . Now, with (26), (21), (22), (27) and (16) the model can be expressed
as:
Ẋ = AX + BU
 
−1
ỹ = CX + DU +
kexp,1 Tref
1

(29)
(30)
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where,



A=


ICE2b +kd2b
− kb2h +k(mc
p )b

kb2h
(mcp )h
ks2b
(mcp )d

0

kb2h
(mcp )b
+kh2amb
− kb2h(mc
p )h

0
0


kd2b
(mcp )b

0
ks2b
− (mc
p )d
0

kICE2b
0
0
0
(mcp )b

kh2amb 
0
0
0

(mcp )h 
B=

0 (mc1p )
0
0 
d
0
0
0
0
  
C1
kexp,1 − kexp,2 0 kexp,2
C=
=
C2
−kexp,1 + kexp,2 0 −kexp,2
  

D1
0 0 0 0
D=
=
D2
1 0 0 0



and the measurable model outputs are,

 

x0
ỹ1
y=
=
Mtrans,k
Mref (ỹ2 )


0
0


0
0

(31)

(32)


1
0

(33)
(34)

(35)

However all measurements are not always available. The zero position is only
available when the clutch is fully closed and slipping torque only when the
clutch is slipping. This naturally affects observability and observer design, and
is therefore analyzed below.

4.1

Observability

When studying the observability of a system the structure of the output function
(35) is important. Due to the varying nature of that structure in this application
it is natural to break down the problem into different cases: fully closed, engaged
and locked-up, engaged and slipping, and open clutch.
Fully Closed Clutch
When the clutch is fully closed it is not restrictive to assume that the clutch is
locked up. Then the clutch torque is a direct response of the engine torque and
not temperature or clamp load dependent. Therefore the transmitted torque
does not contribute with information regarding the states, but the zero position
does and can be measured so in this mode the output is:
y = C1 X − kexp,1 Tref

(36)

This subsystem, (29) together with (36), is locally observable according to linear
theory, (Rugh, 1996).
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Engaged and Locked-Up Clutch
The clutch does not need to be fully closed in order to be locked-up. If the clutch
is not fully closed the piston position does not contain any information about
the thermal expansion since an expansion does not alter the piston position,
instead it compresses the cushion spring. Furthermore the transmitted torque
only gives a lower bound of the stiction torque and therefore the states can be
bounded, but not observed.
Engaged and Slipping Clutch
When the clutch is slipping the output is given by:
y = Mref (C2 X + D2 U + kexp,1 Tref )

(37)

This subsystem is structured as a linear state space and a non-linearity on the
output. The non-linearity, i.e. the torque transmissibility curve, is invertible
in the range where the clutch is engaged. Therefore the nonlinearity does not
affect the observability of this mode.
When looking at the structure of the rest of the subsystem, (29) together
with the second row of (30), it can be seen that x0,ref does not enter y nor any
of its time derivatives. Therefore x0,ref is not observable in this mode. If this
state is removed the observability matrix receives full rank. In conclusion the
temperature states are locally observable whereas x0,ref is not observable
Open Clutch
When the clutch is open the transmitted torque is simply zero. This gives a
bound on the kiss point and thereby a bound on the states but no observability.
Since the system is unobservable in certain modes a trajectory that takes
the system into the observable modes is required to acquire observability for the
system. The only mode in which all states are observable is fully closed clutch.
Conveniently enough this mode is frequently visited.

4.2

Observer Selection and Precautions

Since the system is observable an EKF can be used to observe the states. Two
main reasons exist for choosing the EKF. First the implementation is straight
forward and the EKF has been successful in many applications, especially if the
non-linearity is mild. Second it is easy to adjust the number of measurements
according to system mode with the EKF. In addition to the different modes
discussed in Section 4.1 there are driving scenarios when Me , and thereby y2 , is
not available or reliable.
When the system is in a mode that makes one or more states unobservable
the respective covariances will naturally grow, this helps the estimate to converge
quickly when the state(s) become observable again, see e.g. Höckerdal et al.
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(2011). If the system stays in an unobservable mode for a prolonged time
the covariance can grow too large and cause numerical issues in the observer.
Nevertheless there exists a simple remedy to this problem; limit the covariance
with its initial value, only the diagonal elements need to be limited, (Höckerdal
et al., 2011). This needs to be considered in an online application.
Another practical issue is that the torque estimate from the engine control
unit is slightly biased. Even if just by a few Newton meters the bias has a
profound effect on the estimate during longer periods of open clutch. When the
clutch is fully open the temperature would have to increase immensely in order
to explain a non zero torque output. This can be remedied in many ways and a
simple method is to set the torque to zero, when it is under a threshold governed
by the accuracy. Here the threshold on measured torque was set to 20 Nm.

4.3

Selection of EKF Covariance Matrices

In order to make the covariance matrix for the measurement noise roughly match
data the following procedure has been carried out: Both measurements have
been manually examined at arbitrary time points and the amplitude of the noise
was taken as the standard deviation for an assumed white noise. Then the
variances are put on the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix:

R=

10−2
0

0
102


(38)

The covariance matrix for the process noise is also given a diagonal structure
as this gives one parameter to tune for each equation. Manual tuning of the
observer resulted in the following matrix:
 −1
10
 0

Q=
0
0

0
10−3
0
0

0
0
10−1
0


0
0 

0 
10−8

(39)

where Q(4, 4) has a very low value since x0,ref varies very slowly.

4.4

Observer Evaluation

The observer has been validated using measurement data. Since no temperature
measurementsare available the model
manually tuned
 has
 been simulated using

initial values, Tb , Th , Td , x0,ref = 80, 70, 80, 38 . Given these initial
values the model predicts the torque and zero position well, see Fig. 12, and
therefore these trajectories of the temperature states are those sought by the
observer. To test
the convergence of the

 observer the states
 are given poor
initial values, Tb , Th , Td , x0,ref = 20, 20, 20, 41 , see Fig. 12. The
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Figure 12: The model simulates the torque and zero position well given good
initial values. The observer states are able to approach the model states although
the initial states for the observer are far off. There is some oscillation in Tb due
to a model discrepancy that is present in the x0 signal but not the torque signal.

estimate-error covariance matrix is initially set

15 0
0
 0 15 0
P0 = 
0
0 15
0
0
0

to,

0
0

0
15

(40)

Note that the value of 15 is relatively seen largest for the initial estimation error
of x0,ref . During the first 85 s almost nothing happens since the clutch is open
which makes the system unobservable. Only a slight increase in temperature
is present since the observed states are below their equilibrium points. At 85 s
when the clutch is closed (neutral gear) the sum of x̂0,ref and the expansion
should equal the measured x0 . As a consequence x̂0,ref is drastically improved
due to the large value in P0 (4, 4), while the temperature estimates are not. As
the temperature estimates continue to slowly rise towards equilibrium x̂0,ref
follows. At 142 s when the clutch is slipping for the first time the temperature
states start to converge quicker. Between slipping phases in the data the clutch
is fully closed and the zero position is given time to converge. Around 400 s
x̂0,ref approaches the models value and subsequently the temperature states
do so as well. After 430 s the clutch is closed over a longer period of time.
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Figure 13: When x̂0,ref has a good initial value and low covariance the temperature states converge quickly, compared to the case in Fig. 12.

During this time the convergence rate is low since the zero position is estimated
well. The small oscillations seen in T̂b are a consequence of that the observer is
compensating for the discrepancy between modeled and measured zero position
without loosing accuracy in the torque estimate.
The observer is working, although it takes time to converge. However this
is an extreme case, the temperature states could be given better initial guesses
using the engine temperature and in particular, x0,ref does not change while the
truck is powered off. Therefore x̂0,ref can be given its final value from the last
run as an initial guess, and P0 (4, 4) can be given the end value of P (4, 4) from
the last run. For the case in Fig. 12 the end values are x̂0,ref = 38 mm (as in
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the model) and P0 (4, 4) = 2 · 10−6 mm2 . Rerunning the observer on the same
data, with x̂0,ref initialized from data in the last run, yields the result in Fig. 13.
Now the temperature states can be seen to converge quickly, almost even before
the clutch starts slipping. Herein lies the power of the proposed observer, it can
estimate the clutch temperature, and hence the torque transmissibility curve,
without slipping the clutch, since it uses the measurement of the zero position.
This is very useful since the clutch is closed for extended time periods during
long haulage and during that time, the clutch temperature can change due to
the engine and ambient temperature. This gives the possibility to track and
know the torque transmissibility curve before the clutch starts to slip which is
of great value for clutch and torque control.

5

Conclusion

The transmitted torque in an HDT dry clutch at slipping conditions has been
studied. Experiments show no direct slip-speed dependency at the levels of slip
investigated here, instead dynamic effects are clearly visible. In particular the
measurements show that the transmitted torque can vary with up to 900 Nm for
a given position. The dynamic behavior has two vastly different time constants,
approximately a factor 50 apart, where both parts affect the transmitted torque
through thermal expansion of clutch parts. A third-order state-space model
with an output nonlinearity captures the behavior of the clutch.
In validations, on driving sequences with intense use of the clutch, the openloop simulation error was kept under 200 Nm and most of the time under 100 Nm,
which is less than 3 % of maximum engine torque and comparable to the accuracy
of the engine torque estimate. The dynamic model that includes temperature
states is a significant improvment compared to a static model. The model was
developed, fitted and validated on a production HDT using production sensors
only.
The model was then augmented with a wear parameter corresponding to
thinning of the clutch disc. In this augmented model the temperature states are
observable both during slipping of the clutch and when the clutch is fully closed,
the latter is due to the utilization of the zero-position measurement. The clutch
disc wear on the other hand is only observable when the clutch is fully closed.
The implemented EKF can, using real data, converge from poor initial values,
enabling prediction of the translation of the torque transmissibility curve. If,
as often is the case, given good initial knowledge about the disc wear but poor
initial temperatures the observer can converge within a minute without slipping
the clutch. The EKF is simple and suitable for real-time applications.
All modeling, design and validation steps have been performed using production sensors only, efficiently demonstrating that the EKF can be implemented in
a production truck.
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Shuffle Simulation
Andreas Myklebust and Lars Eriksson
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Abstract
In powertrain analysis, simulation of driveline models are standard tools,
where efficient and accurate simulations are important features of the
models. One input signal with high impact on the accuracy is the road
slope. Here it is found that the amplitude discretization in production
road-slope sensors can excite vehicle shuffle dynamics in the model,
which is not present in the real vehicle. To overcome this problem
road-slope information is analyzed with the aid of both measured and
synthetic road profiles, where the latter are generated from regulatory
road specifications. The analysis shows that it is possible to separate
vehicle shuffle resonances and road-slope information, and designs are
proposed for on- and off-line filtering of the road-slope-sensor signal in
spatial coordinates. Applying the filter to measured data shows that
vehicle shuffle is significantly attenuated, while the shape of the road
slope profile is maintained. As a byproduct the use of smoothing the
rolling resistance is shown.
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Introduction

When analyzing powertrains and their controls, the results will of course depend
on the model but also on the input signals. The quality of the input signals have
a big impact on simulation results, e.g. noise components in the inputs can have
a profound effect on the outputs. A motivating example is given in Figure 3
where powertrain oscillations are induced due to sensor discretization levels, of
integer percentage points, in road slope.
This example of discretization noise in the road-slope signal and how it
influences simulated dynamics of a driveline is in focus here. Attention is also
given to how a measured road-slope-sensor signal can be filtered so that the
high frequency content, that can excite driveline dynamics and might result in
vehicle shuffle, is removed while the relevant information is maintained. This is of
importance when powertrains are simulated for control applications where vehicle
shuffle has to be avoided. Examples of such control applications are vehiclespeed control, (Pettersson and Nielsen, 2002), driver-filter design, (Gerhardt
et al., 1998), gear-shift control, (Fredriksson and Egardt, 2003), (Pettersson and
Nielsen, 2000), and launch control, (Garofalo et al., 2002), (Dolcini et al., 2008).
Little work exists in the area of analyzing and filtering road slope data, even
though road-grade information is used in different applications. For example Gao
et al. (2011) studies road slope estimation and also how an incorrect estimation
of the constant road slope effects the control of clutch disengagement. Estimation
of the road slope for various applications is also treated in e.g. Lingman and
Schmidtbauer (2002), Sebsadji et al. (2008) and Bae et al. (2001). In Sahlholm
(2011), where a road slope estimator is developed, low frequency errors are
introduced to study the effect on look-ahead control and motivate the need of a
good road grade estimator. Sahlholm (2011) filtered the road data using a thirdorder Butterworth low-pass filter with spatial cut-off frequency of 9 · 10−3 m−1
before being used. In the related literature there is no quantitative analysis of
the frequency content in the road-slope data.
A driveline model is developed for analysis of the interaction between roadslope data and vehicle shuffle. Measurement data is collected from a heavy duty
truck, in order to both validate the model and to get realistic signals for the
study. In addition the frequency content of different roads is analyzed, both
theoretically and through measured road-slope data.

2

Powertrain model

In order to investigate how the quality of the road-slope signal affects simulation,
a simulation model is required. A longitudinal model of a heavy-duty truck has
therefore been developed. The model has to capture important dynamics in
the driveline and how they make the truck shuffle. The model is an extension
of the model in Pettersson (1997) that was used for evaluation of oscillation
damping by engine control during tip-in maneuvers. Pettersson (1997) identified
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the important flexibilities in the driveline that cause vehicle shuffle and therefore
the same model structure is used here. The model is built in a modular way and
then condensed into a state space model.
An overview of the different modules and their information exchange is given
in Figure 1, which also defines the nomenclature used in this paper. Each module
corresponds to a part in the powertrain, Internal Combustion Engine (ICE),
clutch, gearbox, propeller shaft, final drive, drive shafts and vehicle dynamics.
x
Me
θe
ICE

Me

θc

∆θ
Clutch
flywheel

Mtrans

Clutch
disc

Mc

i
θc
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Md

v
rw

θw

θd
Drive
shafts

Md

Wheel

(ma + Fr + Fa
+Fg + Fb )rw

Figure 1: Sketch of the subsystems and their information exchange in the truck
model.

2.1

Internal Combustion Engine

The ICE produces the engine torque, Me , that is given as model input. Note
that this is the net (brake) torque of the ICE, e.g. Me = 0 with open clutch will
keep the engine speed constant.

2.2

Clutch

The clutch is modeled in three separate parts. The actuator, the clutch disc
where slip might occur, and a torsional part that is flexible.
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Clutch Actuator
The clutch position, x, is normalized by its maximum stroke, xmax to get a
relative position. The relative position is assumed to have an effective range, xeff
where the resulting normal force between the clutch plates are unsaturated. This
effective range is transformed so that 0 corresponds to zero normal force and 1
corresponds to maximum normal force. This transformed signal is assumed to
be proportional to the applied normal force.
The natural output from the actuator is the clamping force, FN . Nevertheless
the clamping force is directly recalculated into a transmittable torque, Mtrans =
kµFN , that is used as actuator output. There are two friction coefficients, one
static, µs , and one dynamic, µk . Let µk be part of kclutch and define the ratio
of the friction coefficients, kµ = µµks . Then the equations for the clutch actuator
become:

x

Ll ,
< Ll


xmax


 x
x
, Ll ≤
≤ Lu
xeff =
(1)
xmax
xmax




x

Lu ,
Lu <
xmax
Mtrans,k = kclutch

Lu − xeff
Lu − Ll

Mtrans,s = kµ Mtrans,k

(2)

(3)

Note that (2) is a simple model of the slipping clutch compared to Myklebust
and Eriksson (2012).
Clutch Disc
The modeled clutch is a single-plate dry clutch with two contact surfaces. Torque
is transferred between the clutch disc and flywheel through friction. The friction
is modeled as coulomb friction with stick-slip behavior. Torque from the ICE,
Me , and driveline, Mc , are inputs and angular velocity & angle on both sides,
θ̇e & θe and θ̇c & θc , respectively, are outputs.
The clutch model has two modes, locked and slipping mode. While in locked
mode, the clutch behaves as one rigid body, whereas during slipping the clutch
consists of two bodies where each one has an angular velocity and position.
The condition for the transition from slipping to locked mode is that the speed
difference is zero and the transmitted torque, Mtrans is less than the static
transmittable torque, Mtrans,s . The condition for transition from locked to
slipping mode is when Mtrans rises above Mtrans,s .
Using θe , θ̇e , θc , and θ̇c as states gives the following equations for the clutch
disc:
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Conditions for switching from slipping to locked mode:
θ̇e = θ̇c

(4)

Mtrans ≤ Mtrans,s

(5)

Equations for the clutch in locked mode:
Me − Mc = (JICE + Jfw + Jc ) θ̈e
θ̇c = θ̇e
Mtrans =

Me Jc + Mc (Je + Jfw )
Je + Jfw + Jc

(6)
(7)
(8)

Conditions for switching from locked to slipping mode:
Mtrans ≥ Mtrans,s
Equations specific to the clutch in slipping mode:

Mtrans = sgn θ̇e − θ̇c Mtrans,k

(9)

(10)

Me − Mtrans = (Je + Jfw ) θ̈e

(11)

Mtrans − Mc = Jc θ̈c

(12)

Torsional Part
The main flexibility of the clutch is in the torsion springs in the clutch disc.
They are located on the vehicle side of the friction surfaces. Therefore the
flexibility of the clutch is modeled as a separate part of the clutch, located on
the transmission side of the clutch disc, like in Moon et al. (2004).
The clutch torsional part is modeled as a torsional spring and damper. It
takes speed & angle from the clutch disc, θ̇c & θc , and the input shaft of the
transmission, θ̇t & θt , as input and returns a torque, Mc . The equation for the
torsional part is:
Mc = cc (θ̇c − θ̇t ) + kc (θc − θt )

2.3

(13)

Transmission

The gear number (input) is converted to a gear ratio, it,i , and gearbox inertia,
Jt,i . The gear ratio scales the input-side torque, Mc , & inertia into output-side
torque, Mt , & inertia, Jt . The speed is calculated from the output side to the
input side and then integrated to an angle, θt . There is also a speed proportional
(viscous) friction in the transmission. On the output side the outputs torque
& inertia are summed with the propeller shaft torque, Mp , & inertia, Jp , to
produce the outputs speed, θ̇p , & angle, θp using Newton’s second law.
Note that no synchronizers are modeled and the model can not engage
neutral gear. Therefore gear shifting will be instantaneous. This is an acceptable
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approximation when the clutch is disengaged, since the transmission input side
has low inertia compared to the rest of the vehicle.
With the states θ̇p , θp , and θt the equations become:

2.4

Mt = Mc it,i

(14)

(Jt,i + Jp ) θ̈p = Mt − bt θ̇p − Mp

(15)

θ̇t = θ̇p it,i

(16)

Propeller Shaft

The flexible propeller shaft is modeled in the same way as the clutch flexibility,
(13). The equation for the propeller shaft is:
Mp = cp (θ̇p − θ̇f ) + kp (θp − θf )

2.5

(17)

Final Drive

The final drive with differential is assumed to act symmetrically on the drive
shafts. Therefore it can be modeled as the transmission but with fixed gear
ratio, if , and inertia, Jf . With the states θ̇d , θd the equations become:

Jp i2f + Jf + Jd θ̈d = Mp if − bf θ̇d − Md
(18)
θ̇f = θ̇d if

2.6

(19)

Drive Shafts

The flexible drive shafts can, with the symmetrical differential, be lumped into
one and modeled in the same way as the clutch flexibility, (13). The equation is:
Md = cd (θ̇f − θ̇w ) + kd (θf − θw )

(20)

This is the main flexibility in the driveline.

2.7

Vehicle Dynamics

The non-driveline parts that affect the longitudinal dynamics are modeled in
this block. That is, the wheels and vehicle. Tire dynamics are neglected and
rolling condition is assumed. The wheels simply consists of a radius, rw , an
inertia, Jw and a rolling resistance force, Fr .
Model inputs that directly affect the vehicle dynamics are braking force
and road-slope angle, α (in radians). The road-slope angle is used to calculate
the gradient force that is added with the braking force, rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag. The sign of the vehicle velocity is used so that rolling
resistance, braking force and air resistance will oppose the vehicle movement.
The drag forces are subtracted from the drive shaft torque and divided by
the vehicle mass, m, in order to calculate the vehicle acceleration, a, which is
integrated to velocity and fed back to the drive shafts as angular velocity.
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Discontinuity of Rolling Resistance
The rolling resistance has a static component that changes sign with the velocity
of the vehicle. Around zero velocity this leads to a large discontinuity in
the rolling resistance. If this is not properly handled there can be significant
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Figure 2: In the upper right plot it is seen how the rolling resistance is constantly
switching sign during the first ten seconds of the simulation. In the lower left
plot it is seen in addition how the acceleration is switching, while the speed is
practically zero, upper left plot.
oscillations in the vehicle velocity and loading torque. See Figure 2 for a
simulation example of this. One possibility is to use a state machine to control
the states and transition between rolling and stand still. Another simpler cure
to this problem is to smooth the rolling resistance using e.g. the following
smoothing function
f (v) = 1 − e−csr v

2

(21)

where v is the vehicle speed (in m/s) and csr is a tuning parameter. A smaller
csr gives more smoothing, which speeds up the simulation more but affects
the rolling resistance higher up in the speed range. Here csr = 16 is selected
as an empirical value that gives large reductions in simulation time without a
significant effect on the rolling resistance at speeds above 0.5 km/h, see Figure 3.
The simulation time was reduced with up to 85% when the smoothing function
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was used in cases similar to that in Figure 3. With the states v (v̇ = a) and θw
the equations become:
Fa =

1
ρa cw Af v 2 ,
2

Fg = mg sin(α)

Fr = f (v)(cr1 + cr2 |v|)mg,

(22)

θ̇w = v/rw

(23)

Md
− sgn(v)(Fr +Fa + Fb ) − Fg =
rw


Jw + Jd
= m+
a
2
rw
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Figure 3: Simulation with the smoothed rolling resistance model. In the upper
right plot it is seen that the rolling resistance does not increase until the velocity
starts to increase (upper left plot). Moreover the acceleration can be seen to
be zero until movement starts. Moreover it can clearly be seen that when the
driving resistance, due to discretization levels of road slope signal, makes steps,
at 110 s and 120 s, there are longitudinal oscillations.
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State-Space Model

The vehicle speed, y = v, is the output and the velocities and torsions are chosen
as state variables
T
x = x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 =
T
= ωe , θe − θt , ωp , θp − θf , ωd , θd − θw , ωw
(25)
In order to get a compact representation of the model, the engine torque,
g1 = u1 = Me , and driving resistance, g2 = Fdr = Fr +Fa +Fg +Fb = Fr +Fa +u2 ,
are collected into two separate signals. In the analysis in Section 3 the clutch is
closed, gear is fixed, and velocity is positive. Then the system can be conveniently
written as:
ẋ = A x + B g(x, u)
(26)
y = Cx
with,
h
g(x, u) = u1 ,
 −cc

2 2
ρa cw Af rw
x7
2

−kc
J1

J1

 1

 cc it
 J2

A= 0

 0

 0
0

c c it
J1

0

−it

kc it
J2

−c1
J2

0
0
0
0

1
cp if
J3

0
0

J1 = Je + Jc ,
J3 =

Jp i2f

+ Jf + Jd ,

iT
+ (cr1 + cr2 rw x7 )mg + u2 ,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 

cp if
−kp

0
0

J2
J2

0
−if
0
0 ,
kp if
−kd
cd 
−c2

J3
J3
J3
J3 
0
1
0
−1 
cd
kd
−cd
0
J4
J4
J4
J2 = Jt + Jp ,
J4 =

2
mv rw

(27)

+ Jw + Jd ,

c1 = cc i2t + bt + cp , c2 = cp i2f + bf + cd ,
1

0 0 0 0 0
0
T
J
1
B =
w
0 0 0 0 0 0 −r
J4

C = 0 0 0 0 0 0 rw
Note that (26) is a non-linear system as g2 depends on x27 .

2.9

Linearization

The Bode diagram is used to analyze the gain and resonances in the system, and
to facilitate this the system is linearized. Noting that the only non-linearity in
the state-space model is in g2 we can easily do the linearization by augmenting
the A-matrix. This is done by doing the first-order Taylor expansion around v0
of the aerodynamic drag
Fa =


1
ρa cw Af (2v0 v − v02 ) + O (v − v0 )2
2

(28)
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giving the addition
∆a7,7 =

2
−rw
(cr2 mg − ρa cw Af v0 )v
J4

(29)

to element a7,7 in A. The constant terms in the linearization are taken care of
by the torque and torsions that correspond to steady state at v0 .
ẋ∆
y∆

= Aaug x∆
=
C x∆

+

B u∆

(30)

were Aaug is the A-matrix augmented with ∆a7,7 .

2.10

Model Validation

The modular truck model has been validated using measurements from tip-in
and tip-out maneuvers. Measurements of engine torque and road grade have
been used as input for open-loop simulation of the model. Note that it is of
great importance to have accurate road-grade information, when simulating
the system. Otherwise the vehicle speed would have a large drift compared
to the measurement. The model agrees well with measurement data for low
gears, see Figure 4, and quite well for high gears, see Figure 5. In the latter case
there were some small high frequency oscillations that were not captured in the
model. Nonetheless the main vehicle shuffle frequency and amplitude have been
captured in both cases. Therefore the model is suitable for simulations of cases
where vehicle shuffle is a concern.

Figure 4: Model validation using tip-in/tip-out maneuvers for fifth gear. The
model is run in open loop and it agrees well with data.
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Figure 5: Model validation using tip-in/tip-out maneuvers for ninth gear. The
model is run in open loop and it captures the trends in speed variations as well
as the shuffle oscillations well. There are some quick oscillations that are missed.

Figure 6: Showing how a one percentage point step in road slope affects truck
behavior in 1st gear when engine torque is constant. A change in vehicle velocity
with an oscillation superimposed can be seen.
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Slope Signal Effect on Simulation

The linearized state-space model (30) is used to investigate the effect of a
discretized slope signal on vehicle shuffle. First, no braking is assumed. Second,
for slopes less than 20%, sin(α) can, with great accuracy, be considered equal
to the road slope in percent (= tan α). Since roads made for heavy duty trucks
in Sweden have a maximum slope of 12% (highways have a maximum of 8%
slope), (Swedish Road Administration, 2004), this is a very sound simplification.
These two assumptions make u∆,2 proportional to the road slope, and therefore
suitable as input signal for this study.

Figure 7: Bode plot of the open-loop system (black) and the closed-loop system
(cyan), both systems in first (solid), sixth (dashed), and eighth (dotted) gear.
Spatial frequency is used in order to enable comparisons with the road spectra
in Section 4. The spatial frequency has been calculated using the maximum
T
speed of each gear. For the open loop system u = [Me Fdr ] and for the closed
T
loop system u = [we,ref Fdr ] . For both cases y = v. It can be seen that the
resonance peaks vanishes at eighth gear. For the closed loop case, in the right
plot, the peak moves towards lower frequencies as the gear number is increased.
The truck has been simulated, in first gear with constant engine torque,
using a measured driving resistance as input. The measured driving resistance
contains three pulses, one long and two short, see Figure 6. The changes in
driving resistance are due to that the road-slope signal is discretized in amplitude.
This kind of signal contains a very wide frequency range. Therefore it induces
oscillations in the driveline that are visible alongside the ramp changes in velocity.
This can be explained by viewing the Bode plot of the system found in Figure 7.
In the bode plot, there is a resonance peak in the transfer function from Fdr to v.
This peak is the reason for the oscillations, however the peak has a low amplitude
compared to the low frequency gain. Therefore the ramp changes in velocity are
much greater than the oscillations. Note that also the transfer function from Me
to v has a resonance peak that can result in driveline oscillations. Consequently
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if the system is under feedback, e.g. speed control, then both resonance peaks
can be excited by a slope step, leading to even more driveline oscillations.
To highlight this a PI-controller for engine speed control is introduced
e = θ̇e,ref − θ̇e
ẋ8 = e
Me = KP e + KI x8

(31)
(32)
(33)

where KP and KI are the controller parameters. With the speed controller the

Figure 8: Oscillations in vehicle speed (longitudinal shuffle) can be seen when
one-percentage-point pulses in road slope are present. Engine speed is kept
constant by a PI-controller.
results in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are obtained. The driveline oscillations are now
more clearly seen as well as the resonance peak in the transfer function from Fdr
to v, which now also attains its maximum at the resonance. A better tuning or
a more advanced controller could perhaps avoid the oscillations in the closed
loop case, but this would only cure the symptoms and not the cause, which is
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the high frequency content in the input. It can thus be concluded that some
kind of filtering should be applied to the road slope signal.
It should however be noted that the occurrence of the sharp resonance peak,
and therefore the need for filtering, is dependent on the selected gear. In the
closed loop case, higher gear means that the peak in the transfer function moves
towards lower frequencies, while in the open loop case it moves slightly towards
higher frequencies. The peak also becomes less pronounced with higher gear
numbers and vanishes at gear eight. So no filtering is needed for gears higher
than seven.

4

Road Frequency

When filtering the road-slope signal, it is of great interest to keep the important
information in the signal. In order to achieve this it must be understood how a
road-slope profile typically looks like.
According to official road-design policies (see Swedish Road Administration
(2004) for Swedish and AASHTO (2004) for US), the road segments between
constant slopes have a parabolic shape,
z=

x2
2R

(34)

where z is the elevation, x the longitudinal position and R the curve parameter.
The parabola works as an approximation of a circle with radius R. For Swedish
highways (89 km/h for heavy duty trucks) R can be as low as 1250 m and in
cities (50 km/h) R can be as low as 300 m. The slope can be calculated as,

tan α = lim

x2 →x1

z2 − z1
x2 − x1




= lim

x2 →x1

x22 − x21
2R(x2 − x1 )



= lim

=


x2 →x1

x2 + x1
2R


=

x
R

(35)

As stated earlier, slopes can be considered small and together with x ≈ vt it
yields,
v
α= t
(36)
R
This means that the slope varies as a piece-wise linear and continuous function.
A piece-wise linear function contains sharp knees and has an infinite frequency
content but the amplitude decreases with frequency. To get an idea of the
spectrum a synthetic road is constructed by picking a number of random inclinations with random lengths, then connecting these slopes with vertical curves
of random radii. For simplicity reasons uniform distributions are assumed for
all variables. The inclinations have been selected from the range dictated by
Swedish Road Administration (2004). The radii have been selected from a narrow
range above the minimum value. The range of the slope-length distributions are
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set exponentially with respect to the inclination, with flat ground giving the
widest range. This is to mimic that in reality flat segments usually are longer
then steep slopes. These assumptions are used to construct an approximation of
a worst-case road. The resulting frequency spectrum is seen in Figure 9. Most
of the power is in spatial frequencies below 3 · 10−4 1/m.
This theoretical "worst-case road" has been complemented with frequency
spectra of different measured road segments1 that indicate similar cut-off frequencies and roll-off rates, Figure 9. This indicates that the synthetisation method is
sound and therefore it has been used for making a city road (50 km/h speed
limit). The different limitations on maximum slope and R results in a road with
higher frequency content. The main power is below 1 · 10−3 1/m.

Figure 9: Frequency spectra for five measured highways (blue solid), one synthetic
highway (cyan dashed), and one synthetic city road (green dotted). They all
have similar shapes and most of their energy in frequencies below 1 · 10−3 1/m.
The two shorter curves correspond to segments of the longer roads. The two
black vertical lines mark the cut-off frequency and the -30 dB frequency of the
filter.
Looking at the data for the road slope frequency content, Figure 9, and the
Bode diagram for the model, Figure 7, one sees that the road data starts to fall
off for frequencies below the resonance frequency of the driveline. This provides
an opportunity to reduce the problem of oscillations by filtering the road slope
signal. Especially since the Bode diagram represents the case with lowest spatial
1 The road segments are the Järna segment, Jönköping-Linköping, Koblenz-Trier,
Norrköping-Södertälje and the Olstorp segment
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Figure 10: Original slope signal with its simulation response in solid blue. The
acausally filtered signal and its response are shown in dashed green. Triangles
are seventh gear and circles are first gear. The velocity response in first gear has
been scaled. The oscillations are successfully filtered. Note that in first gear the
slope signal is filtered more since the pulses are shorter in spatial coordinates.

frequency (highest speed for each gear), which represents the worst case with
minimum separation between frequencies.

5

Filter Design

The design rules for the filter are that it should have little impact on the
naturally occurring road frequencies and damp those that could excite driveline
oscillations.
According to the investigation in the previous section the important road
frequencies lie below 1 · 10−3 1/m, the location of the knee of the synthetic
city road. However note that the two shorter segments in Figure 9 have a later
roll off than the long roads because these particular segments are rich on high
frequency content. Likewise choosing the filter cut-off frequency at the knee of
the city road profile might lead to filtering of naturally occurring frequencies
on a segment of this profile. Therefore the cut-off frequency is taken with one
decade of margin compared to the knee, i.e fco = 4 · 10−3 1/m. However there is
never any guarantee that no real frequencies will be filtered as the theory have
shown an infinite frequency content.
Frequencies that need to be damped are those around the resonance peak,
see Figure 7, that exists for gear seven or lower. Maximum speed in seventh
gear is about 50 km/h so it makes sense to choose fco from the city road. The
lowest frequency for any resonance peak is flo = 2 · 10−2 1/m, which is that of
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gear seven in closed loop. As the resonance peak is quite low in seventh gear,
-30 dB of attenuation is chosen at flo . The filter will naturally attenuate more
at the peaks for lower gears.
These requirements can be fulfilled by, for example a third or higher order
low pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 4 · 10−3 1/m (-40 dB
at flo ). Note that while on one hand higher order gives a steeper gain curve
and more margin to the requirements, on the other it gives more phase lag, i.e.
time delay. In addition a higher filter order is more complex so computation
time will increase. Therefore the lowest possible order is desirable in an on-line
application. It might also be desirable to filter in the time domain, in that case
the filter will be speed dependent. In an off-line application computational time
is of less importance and the signal can be filtered both in the forward and
reverse direction in order to get a zero phase filter.

Figure 11: A real road profile in solid. With its filtered ditos in dashed-doted
(non-causal) and dotted (causal) slightly below (hard to tell apart). The short
measured slope signal is also found in solid. It too has its filtered dito in dasheddoted (non-causal) and dotted (causal) below. The measured signal has lost a lot
of its high frequency content whereas the road profile has kept its low frequency
content. Just as intended.
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Results

Figure 10 shows that third order filtering of driving resistance effectively eliminates the oscillations in both first and seventh gear. In Figure 11 it can be seen
that the high frequency content in the road slope sensor is significantly reduced
whereas the real road profile is essentially the same. A road profile together
with causally and non-causally filtered versions are displayed in Figure 12, showing that the general behavior of the road profile is preserved. It can thus be
concluded that the filter design works as intended. Furthermore a third order
filter is sufficient even in the off-line application, where it would be trouble free
to increase the order.
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Figure 12: The road profile as function of position. Unfiltered in dotted green,
causally filtered in dashed red and non-causally filtered in dash-dotted blue. The
three signals are practically the same.

7

Conclusions

In this paper a model that describes vehicle shuffle of a heavy duty truck has
been summarized and validated. Special emphasis was given to the interaction
between driveline and road. In particular it was shown that smoothing the
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rolling resistance around zero speed gives a significant reduction in simulation
time for driving with start and stop scenarios.
Furthermore, experimental data from a production road slope sensor was
shown to have a big impact on the simulation of the vehicle. In particular the
high frequency content, introduced by amplitude discretization in the sensor,
was shown to excite driveline oscillations. The oscillations also become more
pronounced when the driveline had a feedback speed controller.
The frequency content in a theoretical worst-case road and measured roads,
have been investigated and found to be below the resonance frequency of the
model in every gear. It was also shown that the frequency separation was large
enough to make a low-pass-filter design possible for the road-slope sensor.
Finally a design is proposed for a filtering method consisting of a low pass
Butterworth filter in the spatial domain that eliminates erroneous behavior
caused by high frequency disturbances in the slope signal, e.g. discretization.
Applying the filter to measured data shows that the driveline oscillations are
significantly attenuated, while the shape of the road-slope profile is maintained.
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